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ABSTRACT
The area covered by this report Is located In 
southwest Louisiana, in a section whose only surface 
sediments are pleistocene sands, silts, clays, and 
gravel* Three distinct formations outcrop at the 
surf see in the form of terraces, namely; the Bentley 
formation of Yarmouth age, the Montgomery formation of 
Sangamon age, and the Prairie formation of peorian age* 
These were apparently deposited in response to eustatic 
changes in sea level as a result of glaciation; deposi­
tion took place during rising sea level accompanying 
waning glaciation, and erosion took place during lower­
ing sea level accompanying waxing glaciation* Each 
older terrace surface Is tilted more steeply than the 
next younger one, apparently as a result of lsostatlc 
adjustments to load at the deltaic centers*
All of the terrace formations are similar, in that 
they are composed of essentially the same type of material 
and were formed as portions of a deltaic plain* They 
differ chiefly in degree of slope and in the amount of 
dissection that they have undergone. Utilization of the 
following factors served to differentiate these surfaces; 
(1) amount of dissection, (2) percentage of regional 
slope, (3) presence of scarps and rim-awamp streams, (4) 
drainage and drainage patterns, and (5) elevation.
vi
This paper includes a brief resume of the underlying 
Tertiary stratigraphy* The principles of deposition of 
the Tertiary sediments are stressed rather than a de­
tailed description of these rocks* All of them are del­
taic in origin* The difficulties attendant with the 
delimitation of stratigraphic formations within a deltaic 
mass are discussed*
Pimple mounds, one of the most common physiographic 
phenomena of this area, are considered in some detail* 
k fairly complete abstract of the literature on pimple 
mounds is included* Some twenty-five different theories 
for the foiroation of pimple mounds have been proposed*
The theory adhered to in this paper is that they are 
eroaional in origin*
Occurring on the terrace surfaces are shallow de-
*
presalons, averaging about two feet in depth and about 
one-fifth of a mile in diameter* These depressions, 
typically, have a flat bottom and, being somewhat swampy, 
contain a dense growth of deciduous trees and shrubs that 
contrast sharply with the surrounding, cut-over, long 
leaf yellow pine area3* For this type of depression the 
writer proposes the term "bagol", the term that is 
applied locally to these features* Bagols are relict 
from channels of former streams that alluviated these 




Beauregard and Allen, adjoining perishes, lie In 
the long leaf yellow pine section of the mid-southwestern 
part of Louisiana. (See Figure 1*) Beauregard, the 
larger and westernmost of the two, comprising an area of 
1172 square alias, has as Its western border the Sabine 
River, which here divides Louisiana from Texas. Directly 
to the north of Beauregard Parish lies Vernon pariah and 
to the south is located Calcasieu Parish* It is bordered 
on the east mostly by Allen Parish, although it has, for 
approximately one and one-half miles on the southern end 
of Its eastern boundary, a cona&on boundary with Jefferson 
Davis Parish.
Allen parish lies directly east of Beauregard Parish,
with its southeastern tip dipping into the great rice
growing section of southern Louisiana. Its southern
boundary Is with Jefferson Davis Parish, its eastern
boundary with Evangeline Parish, and its northern boundary
with Rapides and Vernon Parishes. Allen Parish has an 
*
area of 66S square miles.
1
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Figure 1- Index Uap showing location of Beauregard and Allen Parishes.
3Prehistory
The earliest known inhabitants of these two parishes 
were the Attakapas, a savage tribe of Indians with a 
reputation for eating their prisoners of war. The mrae 
"Attakapas” means "man eater** So troublesome was this 
tribe of Indians to the surrounding tribes that, shortly 
before white man came to Louisiana, several other tribes 
got together and fought a decisive battle with the Atta­
kapas* The land that is now Allen and Beauregard Parishes, 
as well as quite a bit of the surrounding territory, was 
allotted to the Opelousas Indians, one of the victorious 
tribes* This region case to be known by the earlier 
settlers as the Opelousas district*
The Opelousas Indians and other smaller groups 
located in this area were apparently rather peaceful, 
because there is no account of conflict between them and 
the early white settlers* They mingled rather freely 
with these colonists, and early accounts state that In 
sons white settlements there were actually more Indians 
than whites*
The sites of five Indian villages are known to some 
of the older inhabitants of this section. One of the 
better known la in Allen parish along the banks of the 
Calcasieu giver, about nine miles southwest of Kinder, 
at a place known at the present time as Indian Tillage*
In Beauregard parish there were four Indian Tillage cites
located as follows: (Fraser, 1933, p* 13}*
a. Six or seven miles south of Sugar town on Indian 
Branch near the home of J. J* Young* 
h. Just north of the W* B* Welbom home on Bundicks 
Creek*
c. Bear the mouth of Anacoco Creek* 
d* Merryville, on the Frasar farm where the High 
School now stands*
Early Settlement
Chiefly because of the unfavorable geographic location 
bo early attempts were made at colonisation of the area 
that is now Allen and Beauregard Parishes* These parishes 
lie in what was called the "neutral strip", a true "no- 
man’s land", separating Spanish Mexico from French Louisi­
ana* Because it was claimed by both governments, the laws 
of neither were obeyed. Thus, this area became a refuge 
for all kinds of outlaws, but attracted few permanent 
settlers* Its remoteness discouraged settlers; all early 
trade routes converged toward Hatchltoches, well to the 
north*
After Louisiana was ceded to Spain* In 1763, efforts 
were made to get colonists Into this region* Each emigrant 
was given a square league of land, a certain amount of 
provisions, farming implements, and cattle* As a result, 
the population of the Opelousas District jumped from 409 
persons in 1769 to 1,985 In 1788* It is probable that
many Acadiana, who arrived in Louisiana between 1765 and 
1790, found their way into this section* Other grantees 
were of French, Spanish, and English origin. A few 
larger grants of land were made, mostly later, notable 
among these larger grants was one in 1797 to Jose ®. ®ora, 
who was granted a large tract of land between the Bio 
Hondo (the Calcasieu Elver) and the Sabine Elver.
Eany of these grants were not recorded. Although 
this caused no trouble during the Spanish period, it 
caused no end of controversy after the Chi ted States 
bought Louisiana in 1305. It was not until 1319 that 
Mexico relinquished her claim to the "neutral strip" by 
treaty with the Uhited States. One of the provisions of 
this treaty, however, was that the Uhited States agree to 
recognise the Spanish grants wherever proof of ownership 
could be established • In 1323 Congress passed an act 
providing for the execution of the title to the land In 
the "neutral strip", and agreed to take, In default of 
any authentic data, the testimony of reliable witnesses.
Following the acquisition of this section by the 
Uni ted States most of the "desperadoes, outlaws, and 
flllibusters" moved out but some "remained and reformed". 
The first really permanent settlers began to come into 
this territory about 1316. It is to be noted that, during 
these early years, the French and Ac ad Ians settled largely 
in the southern part of Allen Parish in the prairie section
dmostly east of the Calcasieu River, where, even today, 
their descendants are quite numerous * People of the 
Anglo-Saxon stock settled In the northern part of Allen 
Parish end in Beauregard Parish* The earlier Anglo- 
Saxon peoples case for the most part from the south­
eastern states, particularly South Carolina, Georgia, 
Mississippi and Florida* These were followed later by 
people from the mid-seat and a few from New England*
In Beauregard Parish, Sugartown Is credited with 
being the first white settlement, and also with having 
the first school, the Sugartown Sale and Female Academy
which started in 1379 and was operated for two years*
*
To this settlement also goes the honor of having the 
first ootton gin in southwest Louisiana* Dry Creek and 
Big Woods, also white settlements, followed soon after 
Sugartown* There were several other settlements, chiefly 
lumber mill towns; typical of these are Merryvllle, Be* 
Kidder,and Longville.
In Allen Parish, Kinder and Oakdale were established 
after the Kansas City and Gulf Hallway was surveyed*
C&erlln was founded by residents of Oberlin, Ohio, and 
was originally intended to be a college town* Elisabeth 
started as a lusher mill town*
Political History of the Parishes
7
to Jtoo 8, 1807* the parish of St* Landry was 
established as one of the original nineteen civil 
parishes of Louisiana* this parish covered much of 
the southwestern part of the state* On March 24* 1840* 
Calcasieu Parish was created from a part of old St* 
Landry* and* In 1870* Cameron Parish was carved from 
Calcasieu, Calcasieu Pariah* then covering an area of 
shout 3*600 square miles* Included what are now Calca­
sieu* Jefferson Davis* alien* and Beauregard parishes* 
Between 1870 and 1912 It was the largest parish In the 
state and* for this reason* was called Imperial Calca­
sieu* In 1912 it was divided Into four separate parishes* 
In meetings* held in June* 1911* at Oakdale and In 
August* 1911* at Lake Charles* attended by representatives 
from various parts of the parish* it was agreed to divide 
the parish* Delegates selected by an ©lection held in 
October* 1911* chose parish division lines* Their find­
ings were presented to the State Legislature in May* 1912* 
The three parishes* Jefferson Davis* Allen* and Beaure­
gard* that separated from Calcasieu were officially re­
cognised as of January 1* 1913*
i Sconosde Geography
Shttll quite recently a virgin forest of long leaf 
yellow pine covered all of Beauregard and a large part of 
Allen Parish; the southeastern portion of Allen Parish 
was a prairie* this pine forest was open, broken only 
by dense growths of deciduous trees and shrubs along the 
flood plains of all the streams, Luafoerlng, naturally, 
was one of the first important industries. The culti­
vation of rice is the most Important Industry in the 
southern part of Allen parish*
Several of the communities which first started as
luWber sill towns are the pariahs7 most Important civic
centers of today; others, so started, are now but ghost
►
towns*
Between 1910 and 1920 both Beauregard and Allen 
Parishes showed a population Increase of between twenty- 
five and fifty per cent* This influx of people was due 
to the lumbering Industry which was. at Its peak about 
1915-1920* Between 1920 and 1950, after the timber of 
this area had been largely cut over, both of these parishes 
shoved a population decline. The 1950 census showed that 
Beauregard Parish had lost thirty per cent of its 1920 
population and that Allen Parish, which is not quite so 
dependent upon the lumbering industry, had lost seventeen 
per cent. By 1940 both parishes showed an increase in
9population over that of 1930, largely as a result of
people aovlng in to pursue agricultural vocations® The
1940 population of the two parishes, as well as that of
the larger towns. Is shown in the tabulation which
follows® (1940, 16th Census, U*S*)
Allen Parish..............  .Population 17,640
O b e r l i n . • * 962
Oakdale .......*.*.**. n 3,933
Reeves •*.•••*•****••••• * 120
Kinder .**. *.* 11 1,413
Beauregard Parish®....... ... • * 14,347
DeRidder......... *.......... « 3,730
lerryvllle*. *.... *........  B 1,216
s
While the importance of the lumbering industry was 
gradually decreasing, the agricultural pursuits were 
gradually Increasing in prominence® There has been a 
continual and gradual Increase in the number of farms; 
also during the last decade the number of full owners 
increased while the nuniber of tenant farmers decreased® 
The majority of the farms are between 10 and 100 acres 
in sl^e, and, in the two parishes together, there are 
but seven fames of over 1000 acres each®
71th the exception of the rice growing center of 
southeastern Allen Perish, there still Is a relatively 
small percentage of the area under cultivation® The cut-­
over tinker land is, for the larger part, open range; 
gracing Is one of the more Important agricultural pur­
suits* Reforestation, which is just getting well started, 
Is most advanced In Allen Parish.
There are three lumber mills and one paper pulp mill 
In Allen Parish. Beauregard Parish has one limber mill. 
Bore tlsfcer la brought to these mills from areas outside 
of these two parishes than is produced locally. To the 
south of Beauregard Parish, at DeQulncy, Is a wood dis­
tillate plant which derives most of Its raw material 
(pine stumps) from Beauregard and Allen Parishes.
There are several railway lines serving these two 
parishes. The Missouri pacific line runs across their 
southern edge, passing through the towns of Kinder, Reeves 
end through DeQulncy whleh lies just south of Beauregard 
Pariah. Another branch of the Missouri pacific, running 
from Lake Charles to Alexandria, passes through Kinder, 
Oberlin, and Oakdale. A branch of the Southern Pacific 
rasa north-south through Beauregard parish, passing 
through Longville and DeRldder. Another north-south 
railroad In this parish Is the Kansas City Southern, 
which passes through DeQulncy, Singer, and DeRldder.
The Qulf, Colorado and Sante Pe Railroad runs from Oak­
dale in Allen Parish to Elisabeth, thence into Vernon 
Parish and then enters Beauregard parish near DeRldder 
and continues to Texas by way of Kerryville.
The area Isi served by a fairly good network of 
roads. There Is one paved road running east-west across 
the southern part of the two parishes, and a paved road 
bisects each parish in a north-south direction* In addl-
11
tioa there Is s hard surfaced road from DeRldder to 
Kerryville. Several gravel roads transverse these 
parishes* VIthin resent years, through cooperation 
with the Civilians Conservation Corps, a considerable 
arafeer of secondary roads have been built.
Maps
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Ufaited States Geological Survey planimetric maps 
a n  available for all of Beauregard and Allen Parishes, 
these maps, which are deficient in that they are not eon- 
toured, are constructed on a scale of 1/31,680, or two 
Inches to the mile, and were compiled from aerial photon 
graphs* Following is a list of these maps covering the 
two parishes:
Allen Parish
Pitkin 1935 Fruge Lake 1935
Steep Gulley 1935 Bayou Blue 1935
Pawnee 1935 Oberlin 1935
Glenmora 1935 LeBlane 1935
Beaver 1935 Reeves 1935
Oakdale 1935 Longville 1935
Elisabeth 1935 Thompson Bluff 1935
Grant 1935 Edna 1935
Bond 1935 Kinder 1935
Foley 1955 Elton 1935
Pine Chapel 1935 Basile 1935
Kittle 1935 Oaytine 1935
Beauregard Parish
Evans 1935 Bundlck 1935
Knight 1935 Bannister 1935
Rosepine 1935 kittle 1935
Cbasmore 1935 Bancroft 1935
Sugrue 1935 Hyatt 1936
Pitkin 1935 Oretta 1935
Kerryville 1935 Kenan 1935
Pnjo 1935 Longville 1935
DeRldder 1935 Reeves 1935
Ikes 1935 Carter Creek 1936
Sugartown 1935 Long Marsh 1936
Grant 1935 DeQulncy 1935
Wilson Lake 1935 Gordon 1935
Bivens 1936 Gaytine 1935
Singer 1935 LeBlane 1935
Becbwlth School 1935
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In addition to the proceeding maps, the oned pre­
pared by the Louisiana Geodetic Survey for the Louisiana 
Highway Comission were alao very useful* These are 
advance naps on a scale of 1/62,500 and are not contoured, 
but they show the location of all bench marks and their 
elevations* The following maps cover both parishes, with 
the exception of the southeast corner of Alien Parish*
Beauregard and Allen Parishes
50* 104 Oleastora 1938 Bo* 110 Juanita 1939
Bo* 10S Aubrey 1937 Bo* 111 Kipling 1938
90. 106 Rena 1936 BO* 1.18 Simmons 1933
Bo* 107 DeRldder 1938 HO* 113 Bond 1939
BO* 108 Lee's Mill 1957 BO. 159 Becker 1939
Bo. 109 Mystic 1939 Ro. 140 DeQulncy 1939
Bo* 141 Starks 1939
Other useful maps available include:
Halted States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Soils, Beauregard Parish Soil Sap, 1928, scale 
1/63,560.
Louisiana Highway Commission
Allen Parish Map, scale 1/63,360 
Beauregard Parish Map, scale 1/63,360
STRATIGRAPHY
General
A consideredon of the physiography of a region 
involves a knowledge of the nature of the underlying 
sediments* Although only those sediments immediately 
underlying the surface are of primary interest to the 
geomorphologist, the entire Tertiary column of this area 
will he briefly considered, because the conditions pre­
vailing throughout the Cenozole were not greatly dis­
similar to those prevailing at the time of deposition 
of the surface sediments*
There is no outcrop of Tertiary or older rock In 
either Beauregard or Allen parish* The entire surface 
Is blanketed by three Pleistocene terrace formations, 
the Bentley formation of Yarmouth age, the Montgomery 
formation of Sangamon age, and the Prairie formation of 
Peorian age, which are, themselves, locally obscured by 
deposits of recent alluvium along the streams. Hone of 
the Pleistocene formations are Indurated in this area. 
Individually, they consist of Interbedded sands, silts, 
and days with, locally, some gravel*
The Tertiary formations are known only from wells 
that have penetrated them* In Beauregard Parish there 
are two oil fields, the Seale field and the Bancroft field,
15
both la the m a t  ora aide of the pariah* The North Bit on 
field la tha aouthaaatarn part of Allan Pariah la that 
pariah*a only field* In addition to these three fields 
there are 56 wild eat valla scattered over the two perishes. 
Data obtained from the electrical logs, driller’s logs, 
veil samples, ooraa and paleontology reports of these 
borings (share available) present a fairly oaaprehenslve 
pleture of the subsurface stratigraphy of this area.
The Tertiary in this area consists of deltaic sedi­
ments, chiefly sands, shales, and braeklsh-water maria p 
vlth sane marine aedlatenta• These alternate In a some­
what orderly sequence. Tha contact between any two types 
la never sharp* These sediments are inter tongued. Their 
thickness is not constant but varies within rather vide 
Units* With the exception of the Claiborne, they In* 
crease or decrease In thickness toward either the south* 
east or southwest.
A great deal has been written about the Tertiary 
sediments of the Qulf Coast, and various theories have 
bean offered for their origin. Any theory presented must 
be in agreement with several observable facts. The alter* 
nation of marine* bracklsh-water, and continental sedi*
■rats within limited vertical and horlsontal ranges is a 
major factor to be considered. The predominance of 
continental and bracklsh-wafcer sediments and the liml* 
tat ion of true marine beds to but a few places ifyn the
le
column is Quite significant, 9 m  intertongoing of sedi­
ments, transitional format!anal contacts, and the absence 
of any bot w r y  minor unconformities is of prime importance. 
A s  last fact Shi oh must be explained by any theory Is 
A s  localisation of great thicknesses of several of the 
formations and their rapid thinning in all directions 
amay from those centers.
Continuous sedimentation on a subsiding deltaic 
area Is the thesis adhered to in this report for the 
mode of accumulation of the Tertiary sediments* The 
entire Gulf Coast area from Texas to Florida received 
sediments from the beginning of the Tertiary through the 
Xloeema* it any particular time sediments accumulated 
more rapidly under the positions of the deltas proper, 
and at any one particular time there may have been 
several main deltas in this region* The inter-delta 
areas received brackish-water, or even marine, sedi­
ments at the same time that continental sediments accu­
mulated on the delta proper* Major shifts in the 
positions of the deltaic distributaries, and even of 
the delta Itself, took place many times* This entire 
area is characterised by both vertical and horizontal 
transitions from continental through brackish-water to 
true marine sediments*
Shea considered as a whole, this deltaic area has 
subsided at a relatively rapid rate* The movement has
17
been progressively downward; the only upward movement 
has bean landward beyond the hinge line of the subsid­
ing area* Subsidence is assumed to have been rather 
uniform for the area as a whole but characterised by 
more rapid sinking under the positions of the deltas 
proper. Transgressions and regressions of the sea, re­
sulting In the lntertosgulag of continental, brackish- 
water* and marine sediments is not the result of the rate 
of subsidence; it is, rather* the result of the shifting 
of the positions of the deltaic centers and, thus* 
locally, of the amount of sedimentation.
When a stream enters a body of standing water It Is 
forced to drop Its load as a result of a checking of Its 
velocity. The coarsest material Is dropped first and the 
finest material is carried out same distance from this 
point. The deltaic deposit thus formed grows both later­
ally and vertically. The deltaic distributaries keep 
one or more channels open Into deeper water by the con­
finement of the channels between natural levees which are 
maintained above sea level for a distance out in front 
of the deltaic marshes* As more sediments are deposited, 
these distributaries extend themselves seaward, and the 
Interdi a tributary area gradually becomes silted up. Thus 
the delta grows seaward and the sea regresses* Regressive 
continental sand and silt deposits accumulate over older 
brackish-water and marine sediments. It must be remembered.
however, at the same time these regressive sands
are accumulating brackish-water and marine clays and 
marls are being deposited contemporaneously out In front 
of and on both aides of the delta.
the velght of the accumulated sediments Is eventu­
ally* sufficient to initiate subsidence, there is a lag 
between the accumulation of sediments and the actual 
sisitimg; a considerable volume of sediments must accumu­
late before subsidence starts (since the subsidence is 
assumed to be the result of the weight of the sediments)* 
end, after sedimentation has ceased locally, subsidence 
continues until an equilibrium la reached. Undoubtedly 
this subsidence is a result, In part, but not oosBplately, 
of continued compaction of the sediments under load.
As the natural levees of both the main stream and the 
distributaries continue to build upward, the level of 
the channels is built up higher than the surrounding 
marshes. During times of flood, both major and minor 
changes in the positions of the stream may take place. 
Although active sedimentation may cease at any one place 
on the delta, subsidence continues. Inasmuch as the 
s t m  is already practically at sea level, subsidence 
allows the sea to transgress, thus producing brackish- 
water or even marine deposits over the older regressive 
sands. Major changes In the position of the delta, as 
have taken place In recent times In the course of the
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Mississippi River (Ruasell, 1940, pp. 1201-1211), may 
allow a groat portion of the delta to become covered 
with transgressive deposits.
Transgressions by the see may also take place as a 
resalt of a decrease In the volume of sediments being 
carried to it by streams, and, conversely, a rapidly 
regressing sea any result from an increase in the volume 
of sediments being transported. It is assumed, however, 
that, although locally important, this factor was of 
minor importance for the region as a whole* The general 
trad throughout Tertiary time was toward the formation 
of regressive deposits with the sea being shoved farther 
end farther back. The major and minor regressions and 
transgressions of the sea resulted in the complex Inter* 
tonguing exhibited by Tertiary sediments of the Gulf Coast.
is a result of subsidence, the thickness of the del­
taic sediments assumed great proportions. Under the 
position of most active sedimentation, the thickness of 
sediments may reach several thousands of feet. The great 
accumulation of sediments resulted in the formation of 
bowl shaped masses underlying the deltas, with handle­
like extensions up the isaln contributory streams, a shape 
which in recent deposits has been described as being like 
a lsdl* (Russell, 1940, p. 1213).(1)
(1) Although Russell (1940) was the first to apply 
the term "ladle" to the shape of these deltaic sedi­
ments, their outlines had been previously delineated 
by Prink (1939, Master's Thesis, L.S.U*), by means 
of isopach lines. This work was published by Frink 
In 1941.
la tills conception of the mode of accumulation of 
the Tertiary sediments, time lines do not follow litho- 
logic breaks. Brackish-water clays and lignitic silts 
ware being deposited la the marshy interdistributary and 
marginal lagoons at the same time that continental de­
posits were accumulating oa the delta, while, off shore, 
marine marls and sands were being laid down* Thus, for­
mations which are typically established on 11 thology are 
not necessarily to be considered as being of the same 
age in different localities, k major transgression of 
the sea will allow brackish-water clays to accumulate 
ower continental sands. The same, much thicker, brackish- 
water clay unit in an adjacent locality must not be con­
sidered to be younger than the lntertongued, and loeally 
underlying, sand. For the larger part, they were de­
posited contemporaneously; time lines cross from one into 
the other and do not follow the llthologic break.
Karker fossils, likewise, must not be considered as 
exaet time indicias. In thick marine sediments, such as 
the Eocene of Florida, where environmental conditions 
remained uniform over a great length of time, correlation 
lines drawn on diagnostic species may be considered 
essentially as time lines. Environment in such an area 
plays a relatively unimportant role in the development 
of new forms. However, in an area such as Louisiana, 
where ecological conditions have been continually chang­
ing, this factor is of prime importance in evolution.
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Within Halted areas, as within one oil field, the 
tellsome of Index foasile may he need for correlation 
purposes with the assurance that such correlation lines 
will lie essentially parallel to time lines. On the 
other hand, where correlation Is done over a larger area 
on the basis of the tellsones of marker fossils cogni­
sance mast be taken of the fact that that particular 
marker fossil may have lived In one area at about the 
beginning of Its existence as a distinct species and at 
another area at about the end of Its existence. Corre­
lation lines thus drawn cross time lines, and the greater 
the hamsra of that particular species, the greater the 
possibility of error in correlation.
The apparent stratlgraphle range of a species when 
observed at a nustoer of localities may be quite small, 
while. In reality, its biocone may be quite large. 
Correlation work done on the basis of blozones Is 
accurate and such correlation lines will lie parallel 
to actual time lines. The difficulties attendant with 
the delimitation of the biosone of a marker fossil la 
herein recognised and It Is merely recommended that 
cognisance be taken of the fact that correlation lines 
drawn on the tellsones of such forms do not necessarily 
correspond to time lines. The presence of a particular 
fossil In about the same position 11 thol ogle ally in the 
section may be merely a reflection of similar environ­
mental conditions rather than of a limited stitatlgraphic 
range.
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The Tertiary sediments of the Beauregard-Allen area, 
being deltaic in origin, record many major and minor 
transgressions and regressions of the sea by their very 
complex intertongoing* For the larger part, the move­
ments have been regressive; that la, the coast line has 
retreated farther and farther seaward* Within the Ter­
tiary section, however, there are many brackish-water 
and even marine sediments, indicative of both major and 
minor transgresslve movements*
Because of the complex inter tongulng of sediments, 
it is very difficult to establish formational boundary 
lines* The formations were first established at type 
localities and may be traced along their strike to oat- 
erops in the parishes to the north of Beauregard and 
Allen Perishes* At these surface outcrops they have a 
distinctive lithology as well as, in most cases, a dis­
tinctive faunal content* When these same formations 
are encountered in wells down dip from their outcrops, 
the lithology may be quite different. The faunal con­
tent also typically changes as different environments 
of deposition are encountered. Under these conditions, 
the correlation of formations on the basis of lithology 
along is subject to considerable error* Even when lith­
ology is used in conjunction with marker fossils, it 
must be realized that units in widely separated areas 
are not exaet time equivalents merely because their 
lithology and faunal content are the same*
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Although recognising that a formation In one part of 
toe pariah may not be toe time equivalent of a formation 
In some other part, the writer retains the accepted 
nomenclature for the Tertiary units of the Gulf Coast.
This is in conformity with most subsurface correlation 
work la this area. Hereafter, the word formation as used 
la this bulletin implies a stratigraphies unit having at 
different places a comparable lithology and a similar 
fauna. It does not imply that they were deposited con* 
tswporaaeotisly.
Sato foraatlon in these two parishes Is a wedge- 
shaped unit whose thickness generally Increases down* 
dip. if the complete picture were available over the 
entire Oulf Coast, it would be seen that these formations 
have a wedge shape only locally. In their entirety their 
shapes are that of large, bowl-shaped masses underlying 
toe deltaic centers of accumulation and whose thicknesses 
decrease away from their centers in all directions.
The oldest formation encountered by deep borings is
(1)
toe "Wilcox* of lower Kocene age.' ' This formation,
(1) A recent well in the Neal a field, the At­
lantic-Hawkins unit 1 well, may have penetrated 
to about 600 feet below the bottom of the "Wilcox”. 
Incomplete information Is available at the time of 
writing, but that available Indicates that the 
bottom of the sands is at about 12,000 feet, below
which is about 500 feet of sandy shales and below
that another 500 foot unit of shales. This 600 foot 
unit may represent, in part, or In Its entirety, the 
Midway group.
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consisting chiefly of non-marine sands with minor shale 
breaks, overlies the Midway braaklsh-water or marina shales 
*ahleh in these two parishes is so deep that no wells* have 
penetrated to it. The Wilcox represents, in general, the 
eneroaohment of non-marine deltaic sediments over the 
marine Sidway.
Overlying the Wilcox is the Claiborne group, consist­
ing of the Cane River, Sparta, Cook Mountain, and Coekfleld 
formations* The two oldest Claiborne formations, the Cane 
River and Sparta, are similar to the Midway-Wllcox, in that 
the Cane River is eompoeed of brackish-water and marine 
shales and marls deposited by a transgressing sea and the 
Sparta is chiefly a sand deposited as a deltaic accumu­
lation near the margin of a regressing sea* The Cook 
Mountain and Coekfleld formations overlying the Cane River 
and Sparta are a similar sequence, the Cook Mountain repre­
senting the tranagresslve phase and the Coekfleld the re­
gressive sands* In this area the entire Claiborne group 
is relatively far removed from the seat of active deposi­
tion of the Sparta and Coekfleld deltas. The down dip 
equivalent of the Claiborne is entirely shale in the 
Rnable-Edgewood well number B-l in southern Beauregard 
Parish*
Overlying the Coekfleld is the Jackson group of 
upper Eocene age and above the Jackson is the Vicksburg
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g**oup of Ollgocene ago, those two groups are Insepa­
rable 11 thologlGaily, but distinct faunal ly, and con** 
slat primarily of braokish~wat er and marine sandy shales 
aw* iutIs •
The youngest formations of Tertiary age in this 
area are the Catahoula and Fleming formations of 
Kleeene age* Both consist of sands with minor shale 
breaks and locally some few small tongues of brackish* 
water shale and marine marls. These two formations 
are indistinguishable on electrical logs but may be 
separated where samples are available in that the Cata­
houla contains some volcanic ash* They are also sepa­
rable faunally.
The Pleistocene formations overlying the Miocene 
sands, and outcropping on the surface in Beauregard and 
Alim Pari shea, represent a departure from the more or 
lass orderly sequence of intertonguing. This departure 
la the result of oscillations of sea level during Pleis­
tocene glaciation. It resulted In the peculiar set of 
conditions as outlined In the section on physiography.
In addition to the major formations! intertonguing* 
minor intertonguing within the formations, and parti­
cularly along formatlonal boundaries, is very common.
This presents a very complex picture which makes the 




V 1 &  the possible exception of one veil, no boring 
In either Beauregard or Allen Pariah has, as yet, pene­
trated to the Midway group* This exception la the 
Atlsntle~8awklns unit 1 veil In the Neale field, which, 
after penetrating 5650 feet of typical Wilcox sands, 
vent through 300 feet of shale with but little sand and 
300 feet of even leaa sandy shale* This lover 600 feet 
nay represent the Midway, although no cores or cuttings 
are available to the writer* With the United data on 
hand. It eazmot be stated definitely that this lover 600 
feet of notarial is the Midway; it say be shaley Wilcox 
sedlnents*
In addition to mils in the Neale and Bancroft fields, 
nine vlldcat wells have been drilled into the Wilcox^ 
forsation in these two parishes* Although the thickness 
of the Wilcox Is not known in this area, it probably does 
sot exeeed 3800 feet in these two parishes* Likewise, 
nothing definite is known of its lover contact here. 
Available evidence from the Atlantic-Hawkins Unit 1 veil 
in the Neale field indicates that Its lower contact is 
transitional over a relatively thick zone,
(1) In spite of the probable invalidity of the 
term •Wilcox", it is being retained in this report 
In preference to the more appropriate term ”Sabine"* 
This is In conformance with common usage.
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The Midway and Wilcox are thought to ho essentially 
contemporaneous, the Midway representing the uterine and 
brackish-water phase end the Wilcox the dominantly contl» 
sen tel phase* There were two deltas during Widway-Wilcox 
tiaae la this wiclnity* One was located northward from the 
Beauregard-Allen area, near the Texas - Loui si ana line, and 
the other far to the east in Mississippi* The Beauregard** 
Allen area, being fairly near and seaward from the western* 
saost of these two deltas, shows a great amount of inter* 
fingering of thin shale stringers into the typical Wilcox 
sands* underlying the Wilcox delta proper there are thick 
units of channel sands* The absence of these thick channel 
sands, as indicated on electrical logs of the wells, and 
the presence of alternating thin shale and thin sand units, 
called "blanket sands" by Meyers (1939, p* 153) Is, in 
Itself, sufficient indication of the fact that these 
sediments accumulated on the seaward portion of a delta* 
Farther to the south and to the east there should be still 
greater interfingering of shale* It is possible to tell, 
on an electrical log, the approximate position of the well 
with respect to the delta by the nature of these winnowed 
sands*
It is probable that, in this area, the contact of the 
Wilcox with the underlying Midway is transitional* In a 
seaward, near-delta area, it Is to be expected that this 
transition sane would be quite thick, with shale lenses
occurring well tup into the sands and sand3 wall down into 
the shales* if the lower sediments in the Atlenttc- 
Haa&lsa Unit 1 well In the Neale field are Midway, then, 
In this ease, the transition 2one la somewhat over one 
hundred feet thick,
The xtpper contact of the Wilcox, on the other hand, 
la relatively sharp* This contact between the dominantly 
sand section of the Wilcox and the dominantly shale 
section of the lower Claiborne can be easily determined 
to within a few feet on electrical logs* In well samples 
the appearance of lignitle sands marks the top of the 
Wilcox. Although this eontaet is comparatively sharp, it 
is transitional within a relatively short str&tigraphic 
range. There is no evidence In either Beauregard or 
Alim. Parish that an unconformity separates these two 
formations* Deposition was apparently continuous from 
Wilcox through Claiborne time, and the sharp break in 
lithology represents merely a rather quick change In the 
rate of sedimentation, probably a major shift in the 
position of the deltaic center, which allowed subsidence 
to continue until the Claiborne seas began to transgress 
over the formerly active delta* Cessation of active 
deposition of non-marine sands In this area probably did 
not take place at the same time throughout the entire
area, and so this lithologic break should not be thought
/
of as a time line*
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The Wilcox la dominantly a non-marine, deltaic sand 
of relatively coarse texture (implying rather rapid de­
position)* there are many shale lenses, some of which 
are brackish-wat e r and marine shales, but all are of 
comparatively small magnitude, both vertically and 
horisontally* the sand has a relatively high porosity 
In moat places* the shale lenses are not continuous 
over any large area; even within a single field it la 
Impossible to correlate between wells on the basis of 
these lexises* typically, the Wilcox contains lignltle 
materials and, locally, even thin beds of lignite*
The lenses of brackish-water and marine shales with­
in the section were apparently deposited when there were 
minor transgress!ve movements of the sea In response to 
a change in the rate of supply of sediments to that area* 
With a slowing down of the accumulation of sediments 
locally, probably as a result of shifting of the deltaic 
distributaries, the lag In sinking of the delta approached 
an equilibrium with the rate of supply, and brackish- 
water Invaded the former deltaic land mass* Within these 
thin braekiah-water shales of the Wilcox are some brackish- 
water fossils* Wo foramlnifera that are of specific 
value for correlation purposes have been described from 
these tongues* In the Ville Platte field in Evangeline 
Parish, lying Just to the east of Allen Parish, an un­
determined species of Diacocycllna, occurring 200 feet
below the top of the Wilcox, la locally' used for corre­
lation* However, It has not been reported In any other 
part of the state (Culbertson, 1940, p. 1916)*
Claiborne
In southeastern Beauregard Parish and southern Allen 
Parish, the Claiborne sediments are entirely shales* In 
the northern part of these parishes the Claiborne Is 
represented by four formations— — two sand units and two 
shale units* These formations, from oldest to youngest, 
are the Cane River, Sparta, Cook Mountain and Coekfleld*
All sediments of the Claiborne in the Beauregard 
and Allen Parish area accumulated on the seaward, down- 
dip side of two relatively small deltas* This area was 
probably southeast of the main Coekfleld delta and south­
west of the Sparta delta* Both the Coekfleld and the 
Sparta formations thicken northward from this area and 
both are entirely shale In southern Beauregard and Allen 
parishes*
The thickness of the Claiborne as a unit Increases 
from about 8600 feet in the northern part of Beauregard 
Parish to about 3000 feet In the southern part of that 
parish; no greater thickness is known in Allen Parish* 
This increase comes about entirely within the shale 
section because both sand units decrease in thickness and 
completely wedge out southward*
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Cane E m *  The Cue Elver formation la a brack! sh«>w&ter 
and marine clay and marl* It contains very little sand 
bat does eon tain considerable glauconite*
The llthologlc contact of the Cane River with the 
underlying Wilcox la quite sharp* In the northern part 
of the parishes its contact with the overlying Sparta 
formation la sharp also, but toward the south there is 
no such llthologlc distinction between the Cane River and 
Sparta formations *
Because of the difficulties attendant with the deli­
mitation of the upper formations! boundary line In the 
southern part of this area, no exact figures can be given 
for the thickness of the Cane River formation in these 
parishes* la the northern part of the parishes, however,
Its thickness varies between 500 feet and 675 feet, the 
Increase In thickness being down dip*
Sparta* The Sparta formation consists chiefly of sands 
with lntexfeedded shales* Both the sand and shale units 
are thick* Up dip, in the northern part of Beauregard 
Parish, the sand units are thicker and the shale units 
thinner; down dip the shale units are thicker, the sand 
units thinner, and, in the Hvurible-Edgewood Well number 
3~1, the Sparta has completely wedged out* Within the 
central part of the area the sand units are rather mass­
ive and within local areas they are persistent enough 
to be used for correlation purposes*
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The sand of the Sparta In the a and tongues la 
typically leaa coarse than that of the Wilcox, although, 
locally, the Sparta eontalna rather coarse sands. Some 
lignitle materials are present with these sands.
It la not possible to state the thickness of the 
Sparta In this area with any degree of exactness* The 
thickness which one assigns to this formation will be 
dependent upon whether or not one Includes the shale 
units occupying the equivalent stratlgr&phlc position 
down dip. *Earker fossils* would be of little value 
In making such a decision because of the different en­
vironment of deposition encountered* It is the writer's 
opinion that the term "Sparta* should Include only the 
sand waits end the shale units within the typical Sparta 
sands* as such, the thickness of the Sparta would range 
from nothing up to a maximum thickness of approximately 
400 feet, the Increase being toward the north*
Cook Mountain. The Cook Mountain in the subsurface of 
Beauregard and Allen Parishes is dominantly a brackish- 
water and marine deposit* This formation consists 
essentially of clays and glauconitic marls* Between 
100 and 150 feet from the bottom of the Cook Mountain 
there la a prominent, indurated glauconitic marl which 
serves as a basis for correlation* This marl la known to 
drillers as the "Sparta Lime"* Attention must be called, 
however, to the fact that It does not belong to the Sparta
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formation but to the Oook Mountain. Although dominantly 
a brackiah-vater formation, there are several marine 
comas within the section, recording transgressions of 
deeper water over the area. This is particularly true 
of the down-dlp and lower part of the formation. Within 
the upper part of the Cook fountain, especially in north­
western Beauregard Parish, there are some sands which 
represent the beginnings of regressive movements of the 
sea which culminated In late Claiborne time with the de­
position of the Coekfleld.
The thickness of the Cook Mountain varies less than 
that of the other Claiborne formations. Its average 
thickness in these two parishes is about 300 feet.
The presence in the Cook Mountain formation of the 
brackish-water Foraminifera Ceratobullmina exlala serves 
to distinguish this formation from the overlying Cock- 
field. This foraminifera, which occurs within the upper 
50 feet of the Cook Mountain, is of especial value where 
the overlying Coekfleld formation also consists essenti­
ally of shales* The only other foraminifera commonly 
recognised In economic work Is Opercullnoldes sablnensla 
which, by Its abundance, serves as a marker for the so- 
called "Sparta Lime".
Coekfleld. The Coekfleld formation consists of lignltle 
silty clays, silts, and sands. In the northern part of 
the parishes this formation consists essentially of sands
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with thin stela partings* Down dip these stele lenses 
are thicker and the sands thinner* in the Humble-Bdgewood 
tell number M  la southern Beauregard Parish, the sands 
hare entirely disappeared and this stratigraphic position 
is represented entirely by shales* Since the sands are 
sore eocsaon on the western side of the parish also, it is 
probable that the sain Coekfleld delta was located to the 
northwest in Texas*
11 thin the shale lenses of the Coekfleld are brackish- 
water forsninlfera* The appearance of lonlonella cock- 
fteldsnsla within the upper 50 feet of the Coekfleld 
formation is characteristic of this unit throughout these 
two parishes* Also occurring near the top of the Cock- 
field, but strati graphically below Xonionella cookfield- 
ensla* are Dlacorbla yeguaenala and Sponldes yeguaensls*
All three may be considered as Index fossils for the 
upper Coekfleld*
Jacks on-V i cksburg
The Jackson group of upper Eocene age and the Vicks­
burg group of Ollgocene age are herein considered as a 
stratlgraphlc unit, because they are similar IIthologi- 
cally can be separated only on the basis of the fauna 
that they contain* At their surface outcrops they are 
separable end have been divided into formation# on the
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baa Is of lithology as m i l  as fauna! content* On electrical 
logs In the subsurface of Beauregard and Allen Parishes,, 
however, separate formations, with the exception of the 
Moody*a Branch marl at the base of the Jackson, are not 
easily recognisable, in this paper no separate formations, 
»lth the exception of the Moody* s Branch marl, are recog* 
nlsed.
the Jacks on-Vicksburg unit thickens down dip from 
1100 feet to 1800 feet south and eastward across these 
two parishes. The Jackson and Vicksburg are about equal 
In thickness.
The Jackson sad Vicksburg groups are dominantly 
brack!ah-water deposits consisting of clays and marls, 
m  the upper part of the Jackson and in the lower part 
of the Vicksburg are some marine marls. In its upper part 
the VlckSburg Is somewhat sandy.
Moody b Branch Marl. The Moody* s Branch marl at the base 
of the Jackson Is an easily recognizable formation on 
practically all electrical logs. This formation la an 
indurated glauconitic marl with a thickness of not oyer 
SO feet. It is very persistent throughout these two 
parishes, as it is throughout the adjacent area. Oper - 
cull as waugheni is commonly recognized In most paleon­
tology reports on wells as characterizing the MOOdy* a 
Branch marl and therefore indicating that the well la 
near the Coekfleld.
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The Jackson group may be separated from the overlying 
Vicksburg by the presence of Kasaillna prattl in the 
uppermost portion of the Jackson* The presence of this 
fonminlfera la indicative of a marine environment. How­
ever # it la reported In the paleontology reports of only 
a few veils in this locality* Either this marine Invasion 
at the close of Jackson time vas not widespread (which 
is highly probable), or it la not considered of economic 
Importance to separate these two groups in the subsurface* 
Both Tsxtularla dibollensls and Textularla hoekleyenals 
extend from the base of the Jackson well up into the 
section and both are typical brackish-water forms* About 
the only species of stratlgraphle importance commonly re­
cognised in the Vicksburg is Textularla warrenl which 
occurs very ue*r the top of the section*
C atahoula- Fleming
Both the Catahoula and Fleming formations of Miocene 
age consist of sands with intorbadded shales* At the 
surface in vest-central Louisiana, the Catahoula con­
sists of llgnltle silts and sands with some volcanic ash*
At its outcrop, the Fleming formation contains no 
volcanic ash but does contain several tongues of cal­
careous sediments* Down dip into the subsurface of 
Beauregard and Allen Parishes these two fo mat tons
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thicken greatly and are nor* ahaley. Locally, they may 
contain a brackish-water or even a limited marine fauna.
fit* contact between the Miocene sands and the under* 
lying Ollgocene la always transitional, on an electrical 
log, Mi* approximate contact between the Catahoula and 
the Vicksburg may be determined on the basis of lithology* 
Fesnally, however, this determination can not be verified.
On the basis of fauna the top of the Vicksburg often Is 
placed a few tens of feet up into the sands.
In economic reports the presence of the Frio sands 
la quite often noted* in Texas, these sands are lower 
moesne and upper Ollgocene in age. It is apparent that 
those sands called the Frio in southwest Louisiana are 
merely the lower, more massive portion of the Catahoula, 
sad, as it la not definitely the equivalent of those 
called the Frio In Texas, that name is not applied in 
this report*
It is not possible, on electrical logs, to distinguish 
between the Catahoula and the Fleming* Pal ©ontological 
evidence, likewise, does not offer a sharp line of d*~ 
marketion. The contact la some place between the base 
of the abundant Rot all a bee carl 1 and the top of the 
Plaeosbla zone* This distinction is commonly not made 
in economic work*
Environmental conditions at the time of the depoai- 
tlem of the Miocene were essentially that of a regressing
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tea, resulting la thm deposition of thick fluvlatlle sands, 
hut marked by several transgressive stages, permitting 
the deposition of brackish-water deposits and some marine 
made* Down dip, the brackish-water and marine tongues 
besoms thicker and the flavLatlle sands thinner, although 
the flaviatlle sands still predominate la the Beauregard 
and Alim Pariah area*
If the Fleming formation is of Miocene age and the 
terrace formations of Pleistocene age, then, a time break 
of major proportions occurred following the deposition of 
the Fleming* On the basis of available date in this area, 
as sash hiatus can be recognised; only thick basal gravels 
of the Pleistocene suggest an unconformity* It is probable, 
however, that sane of the Fleming has been removed through 
erosion* For this reason it la impossible to give the 
complete thickness of the Miocene sands* These forma­
tions have a maximum thickness in the Beauregard-Allen 
Pariah area of sbout 6000 feet*
Within the Catahoula formation two transgressive 
marine phases are commonly recognized in most paleonto­
logical reports• These are the Heteroateglna zone and, 
above that, the Plscorbls zone* Ho zones are recognised 
in the overlying Fleming formation, although the presence 
of the mall brackish-water gastropod, Potamldea matsonl» 
is sometimes reported*
The Pleistocene T e m o «  Formations
Poor distinct Pleistocene formations outcrop In 
Louisiana in the form of terraces. The oldest of these, 
the Killian a, is not exposed at the surface In Beauregard 
•ad Allen Parishes. The other three, the Bentley, Mont­
gomery and Prairie, outcrop in both parishes. These forma­
tions vere deposited in response to euatatic changes in 
sea level; a formation was deposited during waning glacial 
stages sad erosion took place during waxing glacial stages 
Consequently, they have an unconf ornable relationship to 
eaeh other; they are probably also uneonf orraab 1 e on the 
underlying Kiocene formations. All of the Quaternary 
deposits in these two parishes are fluvlatlle in origin.
There are several difficulties attendant with de­
termining the thickness of any of these formations.
LIthologlcally, they are very similar to the underlying 
Kiocene ends. Even where both are exposed to the surface 
as in the parishes to the north, and where the basal 
gravels are absent, It is very difficult to establish a 
definite plane of eontact between them. Electrical logs 
ccnmoaly do not start near enough to the surface to make 
then usable as a tool in picking the subsurface bases of 
the separate terrace formations. Drillerfs logs have to 
be relied upon almost exclusively for determining their 
character and thickness. Although each terrace formation
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typically has a gravel at Its base, In many eases they 
to not* When gravels are not reported It Is impossible 
to tell fro* the driller's logs where one terrace stops 
and toe next terrace or the underlying Fleming starts* 
to added complication is the fact that gravels are not 
limited to terrace bases but commonly may occur well up 
into toe formation as a result of local conditions. It 
is, likewise, impossible to determine the thickness of 
these Pleistocene formations from surface outcrops be* 
cause of the lack of sufficient relief, as well as 
beeanse of toe limited amount of erosion that each has 
undergone.
fhe Willi ana formation* the Willi ana formation is not 
exposed at the surface anywhere in either Beauregard or 
alien parish* It outcrops a few miles north of DsRldder 
in Yemen Parish as isolated cappings on hills* It also 
extends nearly to the Allen Parish line in Rapides Parish* 
The Willi ana formation may be locally absent in the 
northern part of Beauregard and Allen Parishes* If absent 
at all, it is probably absent only locally as a result of 
erosion during the Kansan*yindel glacial stage*
this formatlcm is the most gravellferous of the four 
Pleistocene formations* It consists of relatively coarse 
sand containing many lenses of gravel, not only at Its 
base but throughout its thickness* It is probable that 
erosion of the Wllllana in the parishes to the north 
supplied most of the gravel found in the younger formations *
Ttm Wllllana delta m e  proto ably located in Texas, 
north of Jasper* Another sain delta of Willi ana time 
probably was located near Brookhaven In Mississippi. it 
la impossible to determine the thickness of the Willi ana 
formation in Beauregard and Allen Parishes with the data 
nee available*
The Bentley formation. The Bentley formation is exposed 
at the surface over much of Beauregard Pariah and part 
of Allen Pariah, it consists mostly of silts with some 
clays, sands, and locally some gravel. The prevalence 
of sands and silts on the surface Is probably Just the 
reflection of normal soil forming processes whereby the 
elay particles are carried down into the soil or carried 
m y  over the surfaoe as a result of the action of rain 
water. Clay within the formation occurs as lenses; the 
individual lenses are usually quite small but the total 
volume within the formation may be large. Associated 
with the elay lenses, and occurring on the surface as a 
result of weathering, are small ferruginous concretions * 
Gravel deposits within the Bentley formation are highly 
localised.
The environmental conditions at the time of formation 
of the Bentley were that of a deltaic plain. The clays 
are typical of back~swamp deposition,. and the formation 
of “buckshot* concretions upon the weathering of these 
clays seeata to be diagnostic of this particular typo of
environment end perhaps may be used as a criterion for 
this type of deposition. The sands and silts are typi­
cally fluvl&tlle deposits* The gravel deposits within 
the Bentley, particularly those at the base, are thought 
to be local fan deposits, derived largely from the older 
WlUlena.
The thickness of the Bentley formation in this area 
varies fros a minimum of a few hundred feet along the 
northern margin of Beauregard Parish to a maximum of 
shout 1500 feet on the western side of this parish.
Because of the extremely variable conditions of 
deposition, no sequence of deposits can be described as 
typical, except that, in general, the formation ranges 
from gravel near its base up through finer and finer 
material. For this reason no sections are given.
The Montgomery formation. So major distinction can be 
made between the lithology of the Bentley and Montgomery 
formations. Almost the only possible lithologic dis­
tinction is that the Bentley contains more gravel than 
does the Montgomery.
The Montgomery outcrop area in Allen Parish is 
herein considered to be typically a back-swamp deposit. 
Thera are so gravel deposits at all in this area; enough 
clay Is present near the surface to retard sub-surface 
drainage, so that flat areas tend to be swampy.
The outcrop of the Montgomery In southern Beauregard 
Pariah Is herein considered as a coastwise terrace*
Lithologically , it most nearly resembles the Bentley 
fomatlon*
The Montgomery fomatlon la relatively thin in 
southern Beauregard Parish because It la very near the 
northern Unit of its coastwise outcrop* In this area 
it probably tees not exceed 500 or 400 feet In thickness* 
Ih Allen Parish the Montgomery la also relatively thin, 
being the outer edge of an outcrop of fluviatlle de­
posits*
The Prairie formation* of the four Pleistocene formations 
the Prairie is composed of the finest material* It eon- 
tains a much higher percentage of clay than any of the 
other terrace formations* This higher clay content may 
be demonstrated by the ability of the surf see to re­
tain water when flooded for rice crops in eastern Allen 
Pariah* There la sand and ailt present in the Prairie, 
although# here again, its volume may be leas than its 
surface outcrop would seem to indicate* There are no 
gravel deposits near the surface in the prairie fomatlon 
in Allen Pariah* However, local gravel deposits occur 
In the Prairie, along the Sabine Hiver in Beauregard 
Pariah, probably as local alluvial fans*
The thickness of the Prairie formation can not be 
determined exactly with the limited data available, but 
It probably doee not exceed 500 feet In these parishes*
Recent Alluvium
Recant alluvial deposits occur along most of the 
major and minor streams in these two parishes* This 
recent alluvium is all flood plain deposits* This 
material consists primarily of fine sand and silts, &1~ 
though locally, along some of the large streams such as 
the Sahlae and the Calcasieu, some clay is present*
Hone of the streams has sufficient gradient to build up 
aay extensive deposits of gravel*
In this area the thickness of the alluvium along 
the streams is dependent almost entirely upon the also 
of the stream; the larger the stream, the thicker are 
the alluvial deposits* Recent alluvium of the Calcasieu 
River at Oberlln is 52 feet thick, and this thickness 
probably Increases daen stream* The thickness of the 




the physiography of Beauregard and Allen Parishes 
la controlled entirely by the nature of the Pleistocene 
aediaanta* the surface configuration of this area is a 
reflection both of the node of accumulation of the 
terrace deposits and of the subsequent changes that 
they hare undergone• Yheae pleistocene sediments 
rare laid dovn as terrace deposits, apparently in re* 
eposes to euatatlc changes in sea level during the Ice 
age* Each terrace deposit was laid dovn as part of a 
deltaic coastal plain at a time when the sea stood at 
about Its present level* Deposition occurred during 
lnterglaclal stages of the Pleistocene* Each inter* 
glacial system of deltaic coastal plains extended far 
coastwise, with Inland fingers extending up drowned 
valleys and estuaries* periods of erosion occurred 
whan sea level was lowering during waxing glacial stages* 
fhe entrenchment of the old deltaic coastal plains left 
fefy as terraces, and continued erosion widened valleys 
far subsequent alluviation*
Upward movement and tilting of this entire section 
was going on contemporaneous with the deposition and 
erosion of Quaternary sediments, and is still going on
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today* this upward movement appears to be an isostatic 
response to the overloading of the Qulf Coast area in 
vicinity of the various Pleistocene deltas* It 
provided the aeons whereby each terrace became tilted 
aar* steeply toward the Gulf than the one next younger* 
Elevations In these two parishes range from 210 feet 
on the Bentley terrace near BeRidder, in the northern 
pert of Beauregard Parish, to an elevation of 50 feet 
on the Prairie terrace in the southern part of the same 
parish*
Drainage * General
Both Beauregard and Allen Parishes are drained by 
south flowing streams* The master streams are the 
Sabine Elver on the west side of Beauregard Parish 
and the Calcasieu River which floss south-southwest ward 
aeross Allen Parish*
She next most important streams are Whiskey Chltto 
Creek mid Bundicks Creek, which flow southeast aeross 
the northeast corner of Beauregard and thence into 
Allen Parish in more or less parallel courses* In Allen 
Pari sh Bundleks Creek turns In a southerly direction and 
flows into the Whiskey Chltto which, in turn, flows Into 
the Calcasieu River*
Bayou Anacoco < flows Into the Sabine River at the 
northwestern corner of Beauregard Parish after having 
follomd the Vemou-Beauregard parish line for twelve 
to fifteen alias., Bayou Sesplque parallels the south­
eastern boundary between Evangeline and Allen Parishes 
for about eight or ten miles.
Other streams in these two parishes are minor* 
tributaries of those already mentioned. Among these is 
Bayou Blue, which wanders over much of southeastern 
Allen Parish on the prairie terrace before flowing into 
the Besplque. Other streams of this sise In Allen Parish 
are Ten Mile and Six Kile Creeks which flow southward 
Into Bundiek? Creek. In Beauregard Parish Barnes Creek* 
Hickory Branch, and Beckwith Creek are three south- 
flowing streams which eventually join the Calcasieu River 
In the next parish to the south. Bearhead Creek flows 
in a southwesterly direction toward the Sabine River* 
but* after getting into Calcasieu Parish to the south*
* it turns east and flows into the Calcasieu River. The 
Sabine River has only short, minor tributaries in Beau­
regard Parish.
The typical stream pattern on the Bentley terrace 
la dendritic, and this same stream pattern m y  be found 
In places on the two younger terraces. On the Mont­
gomery terrace there are, in Allen Parish, two areas of 
a swamp network drainage where the streams exhibit a
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luge scale network pattern* On the Prairie terrace, 
which is very flat in nany places, there Is no well de­
fined drainage system*
In general, all of these terraces have enough slope 
so that they have well Integrated drainage throughout* 
there are only local areas of poor drainage, notably 
along the flood plains of the major streams and two 
s t m s  la northern H i m  parish. West Bay and Bast Bay* 
Locally, however, the terrace surfaces are flat 
enough to retard drainage sufficiently to allow water 
to stand on the surface after a rainfall* this does not 
occur on a large scale*
Pleistocene Terraces 
General
Pleistocene and Recent alluvial deposits cover the 
entire surface of Beauregard and Allen Parishes* They 
form a thick blanket of unconsolidated sediments over­
lying all Tertiary bed rock; the latter la known only 
from wells that have penetrated the Quaternary*
In general, the composition of each terrace deposit 
ranges from gravel near its base, up through sands and 
silts, to clay near its top* This is true only in the 
broadest sense, however, because gravel is not present
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at tha base of each deposit, nor do all of 
them have elay present near their upper surfaces* Silt 
and sand, the dominant types of sediments, are present 
In the shape of lenses, either large or small, depending 
upon the conditions locally prevalent at the time of 
their deposition* The gravel that Is present is mostly 
very local in extent; It was deposited as alluvial fans 
at the mouths of relatively small streams* The gravel 
in the Bentley, Montgomery and Prairie formations of 
Beauregard and Allen parishes was derived mostly by 
erosion of the older Si111ana to the north.
Typically, the surfaces of the terraces show sand 
or silt at the top* Since most of the streams have 
rather low gradients throughout this area, erosion has 
resulted in the removal of a considerable quantity of 
the constituent elay particles* This leaves behind a 
higher concentration of silt and sand, thus giving the 
impression that they were originally composed of more 
sand and silt that was actually the ease* That there Is 
a high percentage of elay present is shown in road outs, 
by the ability of the surface to hold water after rain­
fall, and by the ease with Vhich water is retained on 
rice fields on the Prairie terrace In southern alien 
Parish*
The topography of this area is essentially that of 
a youthful plain sloping seaward* In Beauregard and
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Allen Partakes there are three distinct, step-like levels 
of tills plain, ski oh are called terraces. Coastward, each 
terrace is somewhat lower, flatter and leas dissected 
than the next terrace inland, the youngest of the three 
terraces, the prairie, occupies the moat southerly post* 
tion. 5 ext inland la the Montgomery, and farthest inland 
la the Bentley, which la oldest In age. These are the 
coastwise equivalents of the fluvi&tile terraces that 
were first named by Fisk (1953, pp. 51-63) in Grant and 
LaSalle Parishes. Bach coastwise terrace has flu via tile 
extensions up the larger streams and, quite typically, 
also up the larger tributary streams. The innermost 
margin of each coastwise terrace is somewhat erenul&ted 
for the reason that there is a slight eroslonal break 
between the deposition of one terrace formation and that 
of the succeeding formation. The valleys cut during 
these minor eroslonal Intervals were normally drowned 
by alleviation during the next deposltlonal stages.
History of Literature on Terraces
A great deal has been written concerning the alluvial 
sediments of the Gulf Coast. They have been assigned to 
ages ranging anywhere from the Cretaceous to Recent.
They have been called by different formatlonal names In 
the same region, and the same formations! name has been
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w e d  to inelwie different stratigr&phic units* All this 
tea resulted In a great deal of confusion in the 111era* 
tore# Several papers have appeared within recent years 
la which an attempted correlation of this terminology Is 
given* the latest correlation to appear was that by 
Woodward end Gueno (1941* following p. 23) In which the 
termloology of 57 articles on the Quaternary of the Gulf 
Coast la Integrated in chart form*
the earlier wirters, such as Hllgard, 3afford, and 
others, recognised that all the Quaternary sediments of 
the Golf Coast area were not deposited contemporaneously* 
Some two-fold and even four-fold divisions were made of 
tease sediments* Local formations! names were given to 
teem and these same formational names were often applied 
by otter writers to entirely different sections, both 
geographic and strati graphic*
tee of the most Important among the earlier papers 
was one by Deussen (1914, pp* 77-63) who recognised four 
flwvlatlle llthologic units in the Gulf Coast area of 
Texas, the oldest of which, the Uvalde, he considered 
Pliocene• tee three pleistocene terraces were generally 
unnamed* tee oldest of these he called the ’’highest 
Pleistocene terrace" and correlated it with the Asylum 
terrace of tee Colorado Elver* tee "middle pleistocene 
terrace" he correlated with tee Capitol terrace of the 
Colorado Blver and considered It to be the equivalent of
the basal portlon of the Llssie gravel. The Mlowest 
Pleistocene terrace* was correlated with the Depot group 
oT terraces along the Colorado and considered to be the 
tine equivalent of the upper part of the Llssie gravel 
and the whole of the Beaumont elay along the coast, as 
will be noticed, he recognised both fluvlatile and coast- 
vise terraces but he did not apply the same formatlonal 
nates to both.
VIth regard to the mode of formation of the coast* 
wise terraces, Deussen recognised that a change in the 
elevation of the land with respect to sea level was an 
Important factor. The tiasle formation, whleh is essen­
tially gravel, was deposited in the form of coalescing 
alluvial fans. This was followed by uplift of the land 
and subsequent erosion. Still later, depression of the 
land with transgression of the sea allowed still more 
gravel to be deposited uneonformably upon the older gravel 
This gravel graded upward through sand and silt to a thick 
elay deposit. In spite of the fact that the gravels were 
separated by an unconformity, Deussen considered them 
both to be the Llssle and the overlying clay to be the 
Beaumont.
In a later paper, Deussen (1924, pp. 4-6, 103*119) 
recognised five seaward facing terraces which he assigned 
to the Pleistocene and Recent. These terraces were de~ 
scribed as topographic entities and named, from older to
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younger, the TorreelUas, Realltos, Alice, Beaumont, and 
Secant. Stratigraphically , however, he correlated them 
with Ida Llssie cad Beaumont formations*
Barton (1930*a, pp. 1301*1580), in writing on the 
geology of coastal southeast Texas, recognised the presence 
of the Llssie, Beaumont, and Recent terrace deposits and 
also two or possibly three Recent terrace deposits up 
the streams. Be considered the Beaumont probably to have 
Been laid down contemporaneous with the deposition of 
the Llssie. Be also stated that the coastal terraces 
in that section were essentially coalesced Pleistocene 
deltas of the Trinity and Brases Rivers.
Still later in the same year Barton (1950-b, pp. 
550*388) was the author of the most significant article 
that had appeared up to that time. In this he did not 
attempt to differentiate any of the Pleistocene formations 
but devoted his paper to the mode of origin of these 
deposits. Be believed the terraces to be a deltaic 
coastal plain and had several lines of evidence to 
support his contention. Stream patterns of a deltaic 
coastal plain and those of a normal marine plain differ 
widely. Be shoved how this area had a typical deltaic 
stream pattern with abandoned natural levees and also 
how sell types substantiated this theory.
Howe and Boreal (1953, pp. 13*27), in a report on 
the geology of Lafayette and St. Martin Parishes, Louisiana,
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racegalsed »op« ^ m  ozie terrace surface In that area* 
they were aamg the first to utilise prof lies as a means 
of locating escarpments. They sere also among the first 
to demonstrate terrace slopes by means of contours.
Bearing (1935* pp. 631*088) subdivided the coastal 
terraees of Louisiana and southeast Texas into four for* 
motions* named* from older to younger* the 91111s* Llssie* 
Beaumont* and Beeent • He considered the Willis to he 
Pliocene In age rather than Pleistocene* He recognised 
intermittent uplift of the coastal plain as an Important 
factor in their' formation but did not consider them as 
being deltaic In origin. He thought they had been 
formed by coalescing alluvial fans which had been built 
where small streams cut gaps through the scarps produced 
by the uplift of the region.
In a later paper* Barton (1956* abstract* pp. 63-64) 
recognised five series of plains • These plains were 
called by him as follows: (1) the Beaumont plain* del­
taic in origin* (2) the Oakdale plain* a pre-Beaumont 
Mississippi Valley terrace* (3) the Llssie plain* non- 
deltaic* (4) an inner belt of plains called by several 
local names* At*d (5 ) the transgresslve aeollan plains* 
also called by several local names.
Pick (1958* pp. 51-66* 149-173) In an area In cen­
tral Louisiana* recognised a series of four fluvlatlla 
terraces which he predicted could be correlated with the
coastwise deltaic platas* These terraces he named, from 
older to younger, the Willi ana, Bentley, Montgomery, and 
Prairie^ younger than the Prairie he recognised the 
Recent flood plain and other flat areas toward the coast* 
la that paper a theory for the origin of these terraces 
was proposed that la widely accepted at the present time* 
later work by Flak (1939, pp. 181-200 and 1940, pp. 53-113 
1*5-183), Russell (1940, pp. 1199-1234) and Frink (1941, 
pp. 384-410) further developed this idea. The mode of 
formation advanced by Flak appears to square with observe- 
tteaat facte and is adopted here as being most suited for 
explaining the terrace surfaces In the parishes under 
d&sensaten.
Beans of Differentiating the Terraces
The differentiating of terrace deposits in this 
area presents a problem not commonly encountered In 
mapping older deposits* In composition, there is no 
type of sediment that is characteristic of any particular 
terrace* Bo llthologieal distinction can be made between 
them because each is composed of large and small lenses 
of gravel, sand, silt, and clay in no particular sequence, 
except that, In general, the coarsest deposits are near­
est the base of the terrace*
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Oral** 8ltt of the sediments composing the terraces 
Qtt ho used within certain Units* In general, the aedl~ 
neats of the Prairie are finer grained than those of 
the Montgomery or the Bentley. This as a criterion, 
however* can bo applied only in a very general way; there 
are large areas of the two older surfaces which have 
equally fine grained sediments underlying them. Also, 
in the Prairie there are some coarser sediments.
The occurrence of finer materials in the Prairie 
is due not only to its original composition but also to 
the fact that not as much elutrlatloa has taken place 
boro as in the older terraces. Also, since both the 
Bentley and the Montgomery terraces have been exposed 
to eroslonal agencies for a greater length of time, a 
greater percentage of the finer clay particles has 
been removed from their surfaces through erosion than 
from the Prairie surface.
There is no observable difference In constituent 
materials of these terraces. They are composed pri­
marily of quarts and clay minerals which must have been 
derived frca essentially the same localities throughout 
the Quaternary.
Locally* paleontologic evidence cannot be used to 
separate these formations, neither the coastwise nor the 
fluviatile terraces are fossillferous In this area.
Theoretically, It should be possible to different 
tiate terraces on the basis of the amount of weathering 
that they haws undergone . This is based on the as sump- 
tlos that the older terraces should be more deeply 
mattered than the younger ones* Nevertheless, as a 
mans of mapping, this Is not actually practical* The 
feet that these formations contain such a small amount 
of lime moans that leaching Is not a very Important 
factor in weathering* Their composition is variable 
from place to place, both horizontally and vertically, 
Aleh makes this factor very hard to apply. Because 
the depth of weathering la dependent to a certain extent 
upon sub-surface drainage, the variations in percentage 
of slope is an added difficulty toward applying this 
criterion* locally, erosion has but recently removed 
the younger sediments from the surface of these terraces 
leaving the present surface exposed to weathering agen­
cies for a comparatively short time* Therefore, weather 
lug as a means of differentiating the terraces can be 
applied only with caution.
In any attempt at differentiating the terraces, 
cognizance should be taken of the fact that, although 
younger sediments overlie the older In conformance 
with Sutton9s law, the older formations occupy a higher 
topographic position than the younger formations. This 
is due to the fact that these deltaic sediments were
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laid dovn contemporaneous with a sinking of the Mississi­
ppi delta region and a consequent iaostatic uplift of 
tha region farther inland, so that each younger formation 
was laid down as an overlapping alluvial blanket that 
succeeded in reaching progressively shorter average 
distances inland.
One of the sain criteria used in differentiating 
terraces, at least those of any large extent, is the 
altitude of the terrace. Because of the slow, but con­
tinuous, tilting that has taken place in this section, 
the older terraces slope more steeply than the younger 
ones, the slope of the Bentley terrace in Beauregard 
Pariah la approximately five feet per mile, that of the 
Montgomery three feet per mile, and that of the Prairie 
in Alien Parish two feet per mile, all toward the south.
Another very important criterion is the topography 
of the terrace. Although all three terraces should be * 
thought of as having a youthful topography, the older 
terraces have a more mature topography than the younger 
ones. This Is due to the fact that the older ones have 
been exposed to erosion and. weathering agencies longer 
than the younger ones. The Prairie terrace, in general, 
is quite flat. It is rather poorly drained, with but 
few streams. large areas of it are somewhat swampy.
This surface does not have as well an Integrated system 
of streams as do the older terraces. In addition. It is
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nearer base level than the older terraces, which means 
that erosion is not quite so active* The flatness of 
this terrace makes possible, by the construction of quite 
lev dikes, the iznmdation of large areas for rice grow­
ing* The Montgomery surface might be spoken of as slight­
ly rolling* Host of the area is in slope although, 
particularly In Allen Parish, there are flatter areas 
with poor drainage* Typically, it has a well developed 
dendritic drainage pattern with the streams and their 
tributaries well incised* The Bentley surface is the 
most mature of all* For the larger part it is all in 
slope although there are some relatively flat areas, re­
presenting fragments of the original surface, left on 
seme of the divides* The relief of this terrace is much 
greater than that of either of the other two* Therefore, 
by just observing the amount of dissection on a parti­
cular surface, it is almost possible to ascertain which 
terrace It la, although, here too, this criterion cannot 
be used by itself*
A third criterion which may be used Is that of 
drainage and drainage patterns* This, as a means of 
differentiating the terraces, is very closely related 
to the topography as the surface configuration of any 
terrace is dependent upon the amount of erosion to which 
it has been subjected by streams* Streams start out on 
each terrace as consequent streams and, as the shoreline
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gradually recedes, become extended consequents. There la 
no structural control of the streams in this area, with 
tts exception of a small section of Allen Parish, other 
than the more or less uniform seaward tilting of the 
entire surface* the drainage pattern, therefore, Is 
dendritic* The older the terrace, the better developed 
is this drainage pattern* Streams tend to work head­
ward to a terrace escarpment (or perhaps to have started 
at an escarpment and to have grown as extended conse­
quents) and there to stop, as sufficient time has not 
elapsed for then to have removed the much greater 
quantity of material that they would have to erode if 
they should cut through the escarpment. On & good map 
It is ordinarily passible to locate the escarpment be- 
tween two terraces merely by noting where the smaller 
tributary streams head* Each terrace tends to have Its 
own stream branehworks, with only master streams and 
larger tributaries crossing from one terrace to the next®
In the case of fluviatlle terraces there may be 
pisHHnsp streams present. Shen a stream is actively 
aggrading it tends to build natural levees along its 
course which, combined with' the fact that deposition 
la also going on in Its bed, raises the level of the 
stream shove its flood plain* The land surface, there­
fore, slopes from the natural levee back toward the 
valley wall* This back-swamp area Is quite commonly
drained by a stream which is located along the lowest 
points, namely, parallel to and against the valley wall* 
This Is a rim-swamp stream* When this flood plain be­
eches a terrace, following a later period of erosion, 
the rim-swamp stream will remain, marking the line 
separating an older terrace (the former valley wall) 
from the younger terrace (the former flood plain)*
Escarpments, if present, are very useful in locating 
the boundary between two terraces* They are usually 
present along the major streams but tend to be lower 
upstream and up the tributaries, until eventually the 
younger terrace feathers out against the cider* Coast­
wise terraces are sometimes separated by scarps, although 
occasionally these scarps may be eroslonal as & result 
of slight local differences in composition; In other 
oases there are no scarps separating them*
Still another criterion that may be used, but one
:>
that must be used with extreme caution, is that of 
elevation* The lower terraces are younger than the 
higher ones* In differentiating by means of elevation, 
cognisance must be taken of the location that Is being 
sapped, the general elevation of each terrace in that 
section, and also the direction that the mapping Is 
proceeding with regard to the regional slope. For ex­
ample, la Beauregard Pariah at Merryville the elevation 
of the Prairie is about 100 feet, while in southern
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411m Pariah the sase terrace has an elevation of leas 
them 50 feet| in northern Beauregard parish the Bentley 
terraee has an elevation of about 210 feet while near 
Bollings worth its elevation la only a little over 100 
f*et«
Dft the napping of Beauregard and Allen Parishes all 
the criteria were applied, or at least as many as the 
local conditions allowed* Profiles were made along all 
the good roads by naans of a Paulln Surveying Altimeter* 
these profiles were made on a scale of one mile to the 
lneh m d  bad a vertical exaggeration of SOX, so that they 
very clearly demonstrated the percentage of slope as well 
as the amount of dissection* gapping was usually done 
contemporaneous with the running of the profiles in order 
that all criteria could be utilised at the same time*
the value of good altimeter profiles as almost a 
necessary aid to the mapping of terrace surfaces cannot 
be overemphasised* In the mapping of Beauregard and 
Allen Parishes more than 700 miles of profiles were run, 
along all of the main roads and a great number of 
seeoodary roads* Profiles proved especially helpful 
in locating boundaries between terraces where no soarps 
ware present*
As to the method of proceedure, profiles were first 
made along roads connecting points of known elevation 
such as United States Geological Survey bench marks,
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Louisiana Geodetic Survey bench marks, etc* If, an 
arriving at the second known elevation, the altimeter 
m s  reading either too high or too low, It was corrected 
and the profile adjusted accordingly* When making such 
a profile, elevations of side roads, bridges, or other 
easily recognised landmarks were determined. In order 
to have tie-in points for subsequent profiles. Where 
there was only one point of known elevation in a given 
area, a elosed traverse was made, usually over a short 
period of time. Side traverses were then made from this 
primary traverse to other points of known elevation or 
back to other points along this same traverse. By this 
mass, the elevations of a great number of points through­
out the parishes were determined.
By recognising certain Inherent characteristics of 
am altimeter, quite accurate results can be obtained*
One of the most Important corrections to be made is that 
relating to temperature, as temperature directly affects 
air tensity. If an altimeter is kept at one elevation 
throughout the day and frequent readings taken, it will 
be noticed that there la an apparent rise In elevation 
from morning until late afternoon, after which time the 
elevations gradually drop. This variation, which Is due 
partly to temperature and partly to the characteristic 
diurnal low pressure at four o9clock, can be expressed 
se a curve, and appropriate corrections can be made on
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His profile, If the time at which each reading was 
taken la known, there are other faeta to be considered, 
largely climatic, ao that much better results are 
Obtained by frequently res at ting the altimeter to the 
eerreet elevation at points of known elevation and dis­
tributing the error haek to the laat known point.
An automobile served as the means of transportation 
while constructing the profiles, and the altimeter was 
kept in the ear. This introduced a second factor Which 
had to be taken into consideration. That is, the lag 
or interval of time which is required for the altimeter 
to beeoms adjusted from a position of motion to a posi­
tion of rest. During such an interval the altimeter 
drops very rapidly. Consequently, when a point of known 
elevation is approached by car, the car stopped, and the 
altimeter set to the correct elevation, this same Inter­
val of time, between the stopping of the car and reading 
of the elevation, should elapse at each point where an 
elevation is taken. Also, the speed of the car should 
be kept as nearly uniform as possible between all points 
where elevations are read. Otherwise, a serious factual 
error win be introduced.
A $hlrd factor which is somewhat troublesome is the 
weather. Satisfactory profiles cannot be run when atmos­
pheric conditions are not stable. Usually sudden changes 
resulting from this factor can be noticed. The beat time
to ran profiles is in the early morning or on a day when 
the sky is uniformly overeast*
' By taking into consideration the first two factors, 
end By constructing the profiles only when weather condi­
tions are satisfactory, very good results were obtained*
Sash profiles enable the mapper to visualize the 
topography and to notice any changes in general surfaces 
level which may be indicative of the presence of a lower 
or higher terrace* Then, too, the slope can be determined 
from these profiles* is before indicated, in Beauregard 
and Allen Parishes, the slope of the Bentley terrace is 
approximately five feet per mile, that of the Montgomery 
three feet per mile, and that of the Prairie two feet 
per mile*
Mechanics of Formation
Flak (1936), in a geologic report on Grant and La­
Salle Parishes, first clearly demonstrated the mechanics 
of formation of the Pleistocene terraces of the Gulf 
Coast region* Later, Fisk (1939) presented a regional 
paper, on terraces and, still later, (Fisk, 1940) a bulletin 
on Avoyelles and Rapides Parishes, in both of which his ideas 
are further outlined* Russell (1940), in a paper on the 
Quaternary history of Louisiana, agreed with the conclu­
sions of Fisk and presented some additional Information
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on the subject* Field work by the author in Beauregard 
and Allen Parishes, where three of these terraces— — the 
Begley, Montgomery, and Prair 1 e— are better developed 
then In any other plane In the state, further substan­
tiates their theories*
fhe widespread terraces of the 3ulf Coast area owe 
their origin to two factors* The first is eustatic 
changes in sea level accompanying glaciation and the 
seeood is the downward sinking of the Mississippi River 
deltaic region, as a result of active sedimentation, 
and the corresponding lsoatatle uplift of the region 
farther inland* Mo other tenable explanation has been 
offered to explain the cyclic alternation between periods 
of active erosion and periods of aetive sedimentation*
So theory other than uplift can explain the occurrence 
of the Villi ana terrace up to elevations of nearly 600 
feet in the region to the northwest of these parishes in 
Texas and to the northeast In Mississippi*
Each of the four major ice advances during the Pleisto- 
eeae covered some four million square miles of the north­
ern part of Forth America* Other parts of the world, 
particularly Europe, supported large glaciers at this 
time also* Between the periods of ice advance there were 
inter glacial epochs when the world was even more free of 
lee than it is now* During periods of glaciation sea 
level was greatly lowered as a result of so much water
being looked op as loo on the land, and with deglacla- 
tieaa the seas possibly rose oven higher than they now 
are* the interconnect 1 on of the seas made the extent 
of this phenomenon world wide*
fhe Self Coast area reflects this oscillation In 
sea level* In the first place, during the glacial 
stages when sea level was low, the base level of all 
stream was correspondingly low* As all streams tend 
to approach mad maintain a graded condition, these 
streams began a period of active erosion, first start­
ing at the mouths of streams emptying into the Gulf and 
gradually working headward and up the tributary streams, 
them, with the melting of the ice following the period 
of nasimum glaciation, and during the ensuing inter- 
glaelal epoch, these streams alluviated their valleys 
as they again attempted to approach a graded condition.
It has long been recognised that sea level varied 
with respect to the land during the Pleistocene. Spencer 
(1890, pp* 208-213) attributed the deep Mississippi 
Talley, which is today largely filled with alluvium,
^  submarine canyons of the Pacific Coast and off the 
St* Lawrence River, mod the depth of the Great Lakes and 
Hudson Bay to erosion during the Pleistocene, at a time 
when the continents stood much higher than they now are. 
BS did not recognise a change in the elevation of the 
sea with respect to the land, but, rather, a variation
©7
In the elevation of the loud with reapeot to sea level* 
Upfcsm (1090, pp. 492-497) thought that tforth America was 
possibly 3000 feet higher during the Pliocene than It Is 
today* Bio evidence for this vas the presence of sub­
marine canyons and fjords, "the absence of all Pliocene 
formations along both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts", 
and the tilting of old beach lines along inland lakes*
Be postulated that this higher elevation of the land 
during the Pliocene brought on glaciation during the 
Pleistocene and that there vas submergence of the conti­
nent to near its present elevation during the Pleistocene. 
Yeateh (1903, pp. 762—766), in writing on the geologic 
history of Long Island, recognised a 450 foot fluctuation 
of the land with respect to sea level as being responsi­
ble for the glacial features which he described. Later, 
Yeateh (Yeateh k Smith, 1939, pp. 1-101) recognized 
fluctuations in sea level, rather than In elevations of 
the land, as being the important factor responsible for 
tee formation of such features. 3fo attempt vlll be made 
here to susmsarlse the recent work on the topography of 
the continental shalf areas by means of echo soundings.
The work of Shepard (1931, pp. 1-171) off the California 
coast should be cited, however, as almost sufficient 
proof in Itself of the fluctuations of sea level during 
the Pleistocene.
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Various estimates have been given for the amount of 
lowering of sea level that would result from glaciation 
(Baly* 1325, p. 285; Ante vs, 1923, p. 81; Dubois, 1931) 
btd aost writers agree that it must have been about 300 
feet lower during glacial stages of the Pleistocene than 
It la now* This figure agrees very closely with the 
smoust of alluvial fill In Louisiana valleys (Russell,
1940, p* 1219). Today, there are large ice caps over the 
Antarctic and over Greenland* If these lee cape should 
all salt, sea level throughout the world would be raised 
at least 100 feet, and probably over 160 feet* (Daly,
1925).
This 400 foot fluctuation in sea level has left its 
a u k  in many places in the world in the form of terraces, 
wave eut cliffs, etc* In southern Europe there are four 
terraces comparable to those of Louisiana* These four 
terraces are called, from the older to the younger, the 
Slllelexxne, Kllazzlenne, Tyrrhenlenne, and the Monastrl- 
enae* These are probably equivalent to the William, 
Bentley, Montgomery, and Prairie of the Gulf Coast area*
The assumed correlation of the American and European 
glacial and lnterglacial terminology with the terrace 
deposits of Louisiana and southern Europe is shown In 
Figure 2*
Deposits of glacial debris in the region covered 
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figure 2, Chart shoving assumed correlation of Xicuistan* and southern European terraces with glacial 
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la front of the ioe, vtre formed contemporaneous with the 
existence of the glacier, as a result of its melting*
9hls material may be either moralnle or glaclofluviatile 
lm origin. Formerly it was considered that all terrace 
deposits, such as those of the Oulf Coast, vere formed 
at the time of an lee advance and thus they were corre­
lated with the glacial stages* That this is not true of 
the Louisiana terraces, and that they vere formed during 
the lnterglaeial stages, has been proved by Fisk (1933)* 
That lsostatie adjustments are taking place around 
the present day Mississippi River delta has been proved 
by several men, using entirely different methods of 
approach. It is a matter of observation that the Gulf 
Coast south of Beauregard and Allen Parishes is sinking* 
Berne, Russell, et. al* (1935, pp* 51-68), In a report 
on Cameron and Vermilion Parishes, which lie along the 
coast south of Beauregard and Allen Parishes, discussed 
several lines of evidence supporting the belief that this 
shore line is sinking* Among these were were the drowned 
river valleys such as the Sabine and the Calcasieu. In 
this area, also, the salt marshes are encroaching on the 
itnd as evidenced by dead cypress stumps which have been 
killed by the saline waters. Indian mounds in this 
section, which were built on the highest land possible, 
are today below sea level. In addition, two unpublished 
maps of a portion of Grand Lake show that, during a
tltt^T^ar Interval, the shore line, in one place, had 
transgressed a distance of 7500 feat.
The work on the Mississippi River delta by Russell, 
Sosa, at. al. (1936, pp. 162-174) clearly proves that 
subsidence is an active force in the aulf Coast area.
The M i a  veltmatrlc growth of a large deltaic mass la 
downward rather than horizontal (Russell, 1938, p. 407). 
The work of Frink (1941, pp. 404*407} on the basal 
Quaternary gravels of Louisiana has demonstrated that 
the thickness of the Recent deposits near the delta is 
about 3000 feet and that that of the prairie is also 
3000 feet, under their centers of maximum accumulation. 
Thicknesses of 1250 and 1000 feet, respectively, have 
been measured for the Montgomery and Bentley, although 
the mart worn thickness of these two terraces Is unknown.
It is obvious that the Oulf was not that deep at the 
time of deposition of these sediments, especially as 
they ere all deltaic and non-marine. The deposits have 
pressed down and formed the basins they occupy. Still 
more evidence is offered by the deltaward dip of these 
formations. For example, the basal gravels of the Recent 
Which were laid down essentially horizontally, In places 
mow dip at 130 feet permile (Russell, 1940, p. 1229).
Then some portion of the earth*s crust is overloaded 
such as the Mississippi River delta, and subsidence la 
initiated, some adjacent portion rises as lsostatic
equilibrium la again reesfeabllshed. There la a lag In 
the upward movement; elevation of the land does not 
fifimipood in Magnitude to the subsidence. The Willi ana 
tea a maximum elevation of almost 600 feet near both 
Brookhaven, Mississippi, and Jasper, Texas. Since this 
f exmat ion was laid down at about sea level, and assuming 
thee# elevations to be at or near the top surface of the 
formation, this would be a measure of the maximum iso- 
static uplift of this general region from the end of the 
Aftenlan interglaeial epoch to the present time. How­
ever, one snat take Into consideration the possibility 
that aea level might have been shout 100 feet higher 
during the If ton! an than It is now*
As sea level was gradually lowered at the start of 
the Mcbraakan-Ounz glacial stage, streams existing on 
the Tertiary surface of I^uislana gradually deepened 
their valleys. Probably this erosion more or leas kept 
pace with the lowering base level, so that the gradients 
of the streams were not at any time excessive. With 
the of the ice sheets, following the period of
maximum glaciation and continuing on into the Aftonian 
interglaeial epoch, these streams alluvlated their 
valleys, the area that is now Beauregard and Allen 
Parishes was at that time much lower than It is now, 
and so a thick blanket of alluvial sediments was laid 
down over the entire region, covering the valleys as well 
as the divides, to a thickness of at least two or three 
hundred feet.
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At the start of the Kansan-Mindel glacial epoch these 
sands, silts, and clays were dry land, topographically a 
deltaic plain* Probably the original slope of this sur­
face was slight, but, combined with the seaward tilting 
resulting from the ouch heavier sedimentation to the 
south, it was sufficient to initiate consequent streams.
As sea level was gradually lowered during this glacial 
epoch, these consequent streams were extended seaward.
Since these sediments were all unconsolidated, fairly 
rapid erosion resulted and eventually there may have 
been developed a deeply eroded area with well Incised 
streams# In some oases, these streams say have cut 
through the Williana sediments Into the older Tertiary 
below#
Pith the waning of the Kansan glacial sheets, sea 
level was again raised and the larger valleys began to be 
alluvia ted. This deposition continued until, by the 
close of the Yarmouth interglaeial stage, the entire 
surface of Beauregard and Allen Parishes was again covered 
with a thick layer of sediments, which later became the 
Bentley terrace.
As ice accumulated again during the Illinoian-Riss 
glaelal epoch, drainage channels were again initiated.
These streams were entirely independent of any streams 
that previously existed in this same area on the williana 
terrace#
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As m  level rose again during the Sangamon Inter* 
glacial stage, these valleys vere again filled, and 
gradually the deltaic sediments of the Montgomery terrace 
began to cover more and more of the southern part of 
these parishes. However, due to the weight of the Willi - 
aaa end Bentley terrace materials, which were much thick­
er toward the south, Beauregard and Allen Parishes were 
elevated sufficiently so that the coastwise terrace 
materials could cover only the southern one*third of 
Beauregard and extend as an estbayment to cover the 
southeastern five-sixths of Allen Parish* Fluviatil© 
deposition took place up the drowned streams from this 
coastwise belt*
Terrace deposits, in general, do not reflect minor 
oscillations in glaciation* It Is doubtlessly true that 
during each Ice advance and each Ice retreat there were 
minor fluctuations of sufficient magnitude to affect sea 
level, but these variations are not recorded in the 
terraces. However, during the Wisconsin glacial stage, 
there was at least one time when the continents were 
sufficiently free from ice to leave a world-wide record 
of higher sea levels* This interglaeial period, the 
Peorlan, Is considered by some to be of sufficient magni­
tude to warrant the division of the Wisconsin ice advance 
Into an earlier Iowan stage and a later Wisconsin stage*
By others, the Iowan Is considered as a substage of the
7B
Wisconsin, *»y e?entf there Is a distinct terrace In 
the Oulf Coast area as a record of the higher seas of 
the Peorian,
Following the deposition of the Montgomery formation 
daring the Sangamon, the lee again advanced thus lowering 
sea level and renewing erosion over the Beauregard-A lien 
area. Streams were rejuvenated in that part of the 
parishes that was not blanketed with Montgomery sedi­
ments, and time started to deepen their valleys or, In 
the case of those streams that had been drowned, to cut 
▼alleys with a V-shaped transverse profile In the Mont­
gomery alluvium with which they vere filled. As the shore 
Hae gradually receded, streams were formed over the new 
Montgomery surface, in part by the extensions of the 
Bentley streams to the north, and In part by the develop- 
mast of entirely new courses.
As the Iowan glacier gradually melted and seas again 
rose, deposition of the Prairie formation was started.
Owing to still higher elevations of the land, the coast­
wise Prairie terrace did not extend quite as far north 
as Beauregard Parish; the only Prairie deposits to be 
found in this pariah are the fluvlatlle sediments which 
vere laid down in the drowned valleys. However, the 
coastwise Prairie covers the southern half of Allen Parish 
sad there are numerous fluvlatlle extensions up the main 
valleys.
fhe «<ucing of the Wisconsin glacier again initiated 
a period of erosion which allowed the major streams to 
doepeaa their valleys* With the partial melting of this 
glaaier (remnants of It still exist as the Ice caps over 
the Antarctic and Greenland) , streams again began to 
alluviats their valleys* this Is the material of which 
the recent flood plains of today are composed* This 
alluviation is continuing at the present time*
fhe structural relationship between any two terrace 
formations is that of a wedge-shaped mass of material 
consisting of gravel, sand, silt, and clay, rapidly 
thickening toward the Gulf, overlapping onto an older 
wedge-shaped terrace* fhe older formation dips more 
steeply than the younger because the younger, by Its 
weight, apparently as a result of laoatasy, has tilted 
the older terrace so that the dip of its surface is much 
greater than Its original slope*
To consider each terrace formation as a wedge-shaped 
■ass of debris, however, is misleading* Each terrace 
formation, as well as the Recent deposits, has a shape 
liles that of a huge ladle, with a basin-like bowl under­
lying the position of heaviest deposition and with a 
handle or handles extending up the main valleys* (Russell 
1940, p* 1215)* Dips of the basal gravel increase greatly 
as the center of maximum deposition is approached*
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Within recent geologic times the Mississippi River 
has had several separate deltas located at points scatter- 
ed over a fall one-half of the southeastern part of Loui­
siana* During the Pleistocene most of the deltas were 
farther vest than the recent one of the Mississippi 
River. The location of these Pleistocene deltas has 
been worked oat b7 Frink (1941, pp. 402*409}, using 
ssbsnrfaee data obtained from well logs as his basis.
The location of the Prairie delta was some distance 
west of the recent delta and that of the Montgomery to 
the northwest of the Prairie. There were two Bentley 
deltas, one on either side of the state of Louisiana.
Figure S is a schematic drawing to show the structu­
ral and profile relationships between the tsrr&css. The 
terminology is adopted after Fisk (1959, p. 192).
This diagram shows, first, the prairie formation as It 
was deposited; second, the slight tilting of its surface; 
third, the deposition of flood plain materials; and 
last, the present day relationship resulting from the 
farther tilting of this surface. The hinge line marks 
the line of separation between the sons of active uplift 
and erosion from the zone of active subsidence and de­
position. (On a profile this contact would be termed a 
hinge point). Obviously, with sediments, there can be 
no sharp line separating two such cones« Furthermore, 




Prairie formation as it was first deposited. Notice 
deltaward thickening and very slight dip.
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Prairie formation near close of time of deposition. 
Notice increased deltaward dip.
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Prairie formation following deposition of recent
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Figure 3. Schematic terrace profile and structural 
relationships.
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length of time* As the volume of water in the oceans 
increases, this line moves farther inland.; as the sea 
level is lowered, this line moves seaward* At any parti­
cular time, it la located at that position marking the 
contact he tween the farthermost Inland place of deposi­
tion of any coastwise sediments then being deposited and 




Originally, the 3entley terrace covered all of what 
la now Beauregard and Allen Parishes. Owing to the de­
position of later sediments— the Montgomery, Prairie, 
and Recent flood plain deposits— its outcrop area has 
been greatly diminished in else* The Bentley now out­
crops over the northern three-fourths of Beauregard 
Parish and the northwestern one-eighth of Allen Parish*
Its outcrop area has been further reduced in al&e by 
erosion and subsequent deposition of younger sediments 
along most of the main streams*
In Beauregard parish the outcrop area of the Bent­
ley formation is bounded on the west by the younger sedi­
ments along the Sabine River. Her© it adjoins the Mont-
ao
goaaery or Prairie at different locations. It oven lies 
adjacent to the Recent flood plain In some places where 
the Xontgonery and Prairie have been cut out by lateral 
erosion of the Sabine River.
The outcrop area of the Bentley has Its widest 
extent along the northern boundary of Beauregard and 
Allen Parishes, where it extends fro® the Sabine River 
on the west all the way across Beauregard Parish and into 
Allen Parish as far as three miles beyond Elizabeth.
The southeastern boundary extends from near Elisabeth 
In Allen Pariah to Reeves, also In Allen Parish. There 
Is an lxtller of the Bentley, completely surrounded by 
lfontgosery, somewhat east of this line In Allen Parish, 
between the ahlskey Chltto Creek and the Calcasieu Hlver 
In T5S, R5W. This area, although topographically higher 
than the surrounding country, la technically an lnlier 
rather than an outlier because it is completely surround­
ed by a younger sediment. It comprises about three square 
alias*
The southern margin of the Bentley outcrop area ex­
tends roughly westward from Reeves to the Sabine Hlver.
Elevation and Slope
In general, the Bentley terrace slopes southward from 
* elevation of about 215 feet along the northern
HO
Plate II. Ilap showing slope of the Bentley surface 
in Beauregard and Allen Parishes.
margin to about 100 feat along Its southern margin. The 
slope of the terrace, then, Is about five feet per mile 
toward the south* These figures are based on the 
assumption that the broad, flat, Inter-stream divide 
areas represent more or leas original surface* This 
older terrace is considerably dissected, so that, in 
general, it presents a somewhat rolling surface with 
but few typically flat divides. It is inconceivable 
that there Is actually any "original surface" left. 
Undoubtedly, some material has been removed through 
erosion from all of the surface and a considerable 
quantity of material from most of the surface.
Figure Typical Bentley topography.
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There la an eastward component to the direction of 
elope, as well as the southward component. The eastward 
component, which la relatively slight as compared to the 
southward component, la due to the fact that the more 
recent deltas were located to the southeast and, thus, 
tilted the terrace in that direction* The Bentley sur­
face slopes south-southeastward at the rate of about five 
feet per mile*
The highest elevations on the Bentley terrace are 
to the northwest of Be Bidder, along the parish line, 
where elevations on the inter-stream areas are shout 
810-215 feet* Directly to the east along the parish line 
elevations gradually decrease as the eastern margin of 
the Bentley outcrop area is approached until, north of 
Elisabeth In Ellen Parish, the maximum elevation Is only 
185 feet* The lowest elevations to he found on this 
terrace are along the southern margin, where elevations 
on divides are between 95 and 100 feet* Plate 2 shows 
generalised contours drawn on elevations of the flatter 
Bentley divide areas* As will be noticed, the contour 
lines are closer together near the southern margin; 
this probably represents the a one of isostatic down- 
drag*
Drainage
The Bentley terrace surface la the beat drained of 
all surfaces In these two parishes* Since It is the 
oldest, streams have had a longer time during which to 
develop an Integrated drainage system* As a result, 
practically all the area is in slope* Some of It is 
almost flat, but even those surfaces, which to the eye 
appear to be flat have some slope*
there are, however, local areas where surface drain­
age is not so good* For the larger part these areas of 
poor drainage occur on divides in certain rather small 
depressions known locally as bagols and, occasionally,
In depressions between pimple mounds* Pimple mounds, in 
general, are formed where there la some original slope,
m
even though slight, so that, typically, such areas have 
a highly developed dendritic drainage system* Bagola, 
on the other hand, seldom are completely drained* These 
depressions, which are more or less circular, average 
about 1000 feet in diameter and usually have sufficient 
closure so that, after rains, water stands In them to a 
depth of from a few inches to almost a foot* Neither 
pimple mounds nor bagols are confined to any particular 
terrace* They are discussed more fully In a later part 
of this report*
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411 of the stream on the Bentley surface had their 
Inception after the beginning of the Illinoian-Riss 
glaelal stage as consequent streams* They were able to 
erode at a continually increasing rate of speed as this 
terrace surface was gradually tilted seaward* Headward 
erosion by these stream and their tributaries resulted 
in the development of a typical dendritic drainage pattern 
on the Bentley surface*
Barring local exceptions, the direction taken by 
the major streams in this area is parallel to the di­
rection of maximum slope of the original surface* The 
entire terrace surface, when first subjected to erosion* 
was quite flat and had a slope measured only In Inches 
per mile* Consequently, headward-eroding streams and 
gullies could very easily be deflected from a course 
that was parallel to the direction of maximum slope*
Slopes, however, were gradually increased even while 
this terrace was being deposited, but this latter factor 
was of no major Importance in determining stream direct­
ions* The main stream courses represent approximately 
the direction of maximum slope of this original surface®
The courses of streams which originate on the 
Bentley surface are essentially east of south* If, 
during the time when these streams were growing by head­
ward erosion, there had been a change in the direction 
of slope, this should have been reflected by a
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ehange In the direction of the streams near their head­
waters, or of their tributaries. !fo auch deflection of 
streams la noticeable In these parishes. It is therefore 
probable that the direction of maximum slope of the 
Bentley surface Is today essentially the same as it was 
at the tine of its formation.
In waking generalisations such as the one above, 
only those streams ehieh originate on the Bentley surface 
can be considered. Major atresias which originate on 
older surfaces have developed their courses across the 
Bentley as extended consequents. Such streams (the 
Sabine River is typical of these) would, themselves, be 
building deltas and, as sea level was gradually lowered, 
would trench those deltas as the deltas grew seaward. 
Humorous deflections of the streams * courses would result, 
and so the courses of such streams would Indicate only 
In a very general way the direction of original slope.
It is true also that even the smaller streams which 
originate on the Bentley surface would grow mouthward 
as sea level was lowered and would build deltas or 
alluvial fans. However, the volume of water In these 
streams would be relatively small and thus their deposits 
would not be large enough to deflect their courses 
appreciably.
Typical streams In Beauregard pariah which reflect 
original surface slope are Barnes Creek, Hickory Branch,
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Wild Cow Crook, Colo Crook, and Beckwith Creek In Its 
upper course. All those streams flow a little east of 
south in more or loss parallel courses. Dry Creek, 
whose original location was eastward to Bundlcka Creek, 
in its upper section turns northwestward so that this 
part of its eourse parallels the original slope.
In the western part of Beauregard parish, Beckwith 
Creek in ¥53 and 963 and Hoarhead Creek in T5S and T6S 
both turn southwest ward for a short distance before 
again turning southward. This deflection of their eourses 
may be the result of a slight westward tilting of the 
surface as a result of a Sabine Hirer delta.
Figure 5. Bentley scarp along Sabine River 
near Werryrille, Sec, 35, T2S, R11W, Photo­
graph by R, J, Russell,
Junction with Dower Terraces
as
la M a t  places there la a distinct scarp separating 
the Bentley froaa the Montgomery terrace* Mhere this 
scarp is absent, the best criterion for separating these 
terraces is that of degree of slope; the older terrace 
slopes nope steeply than the younger*.
The line separating the fluvlatlle Montgomery 
terrace front the Bentley ls^  in most places, marked by a 
prominent scarp. The scarp separating these two terraces
south and east of Elisabeth in Allen Parish is quite
distinct, since the Montgomery In this area is not a
coastwise surface but a stream deposit closely tied In
with same former Mississippi Hirer course*
The line separating the Bentley from the coastwise 
Montgomery in southern Beauregard Parish Is typically a 
loo scarp, although, toward the west, this scarp gets 
lower and lower until it Is scarcely noticeable near 
the Sabine River. v
Some of the best terrace scarps in the entire area 
are to be found along the Sabine River. Here the fluvla- 
tile Montgomery is separated from the Bentley b y a good 
scarp. During Prairie time the river had cut out some 
of the Montgomery terrace through lateral erosion and so, 
In places the Prairie shuts against the Bentley. The 
Sabine River, during Recent times, has even cut out all
the Prairie and Montgomery la places, allowing Recent 
flood plain deposits to lie adjacent to the Bentley. In 
each ease there is a succeedingly higher scarp formed.
Montgomery Terrace 
Outcrop Area
The coastwise Montgomery is present as a belt six 
to eight idles wide across the southern end of Beaure­
gard parish and extends for & few miles into the south- 
mat corner of Allen Parish. This belt is the only 
coastwise Montgomery in the two parishes. It la reduced 
In area somewhat by numerous tongues of fluvlatlle 
Prairie terrace materials extending up the streams.
A large area of fluvlatlle Montgomery terrace 
surface Is present on either side of the Calcasieu River 
In northern Allen Parish. Here, nearly one-third of the 
area of Allen Parish is surfaced with Montgomery terrace, 
materials. On the south this outcrop area extends west 
of the Calcasieu River as a prong between that river and 
the Whiskey Chit to Creek, and to the east of the Calca­
sieu It extends to the Hvangeline Parish line In about 
the latitude of Oberlln. On the east side this outcrop 
area extends Into nvangeline Parish, and on the north 
It continues Just north of the parish line Into Rapides
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Pariah* On the northwest side the boundary extends from 
the Vernon Parish line southwes tward to Whiskey Chit to 
Creek and then parallel to that creek on southward,
ftps tree* from the belt of coastwise Montgomery terrace, 
extended fluviatlle belts of Montgomery parallel most of 
the streams • In the case of the larger streams the terra­
ces are wider and extend upstream farther* Bearhead 
Creek, Beckwith Creek, Hickory Branch and Barnes Creek 
all have prominent fluviatlle Montgomery terraces. The 
Sabine River has widespread terraces of Montgomery age 
in places; in other places these terraces have been cut 
out# Bundlcks Creek and Whiskey Chitto Creek both have 
well developed Montgomery terrace remnants*
Elevation and Slope
The elevation of the coastwise Montgomery varies 
from 90 feet near Its northern margin to almost 60 feet 
near Its southern margin* There are, of course, many 
elevations on the Montgomery lower than this but they 
are mostly In valleys*
Elevations along the large area of fluviatlle Mont­
gomery In northern Allen parish range from about 90 feet 
north of Oberlin to about 126 feet near the Rapides 
Parish line* There is no appreciable difference in 
elevation east and west across this area*
120
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•lap showing slope of the Montgomery surface 
ird and Allen Parishes.
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Pluvlatila remnanta of the Montgomery along present- 
day at reams la Beauregard and Allen parishes may range 
la elevation up to more than 160 feet* These higher 
elevations are due in part to deposition during the 
earlier part of Montgomery time end in part to greater 
uplift farther to the north.
The elope of the coastvise Montgomery in Beauregard 
Pariah la about three feet per mile tovard the south.
The large fluviatlle Montgomery terrace remnant In Allen 
Pari A  slopes at the rate of about three feet per mile, 
also. Slopes of the Montgomery terrace along the smaller 
streams within the Bentley outcrop area are usually much 
steeper than this. The slope of these fluviatlle terraces 
is dependent to a certain extent upon the gradient of 
the stream along which they occur.
Drainage
m  discussing the drainage of the Montgomery terrace 
a clear distinction must be made between the three differ­
ent types of outcrop areas. These are first, the coast­
wise terrace In southern Beauregard parish; second, the 
large fluviatlle Montgomery area In northern Allen Parish; 
an4 third, the smaller fluviatlle remnants along streams 
within the Bentley outcrop area. Each of these three la 
characterised by different types of drainage.
Coastwise Montgomery! Streams on the coastwise Kontgom- 
•ry terrace surface are well Integrated, with a good 
dendritic drainage pattern* Because thia outcrop area 
la wither narrow, the direction of stream courses as a 
weans of determining the direction of original slope can­
not he applied with accuracy* In a distance of forty 
miles, in an east-west direction, this surface is cut 
through hy six streams which originate on the older 
surface to the north* Since most, if not all, of these 
streams originated in pre-Montgomery time, they merely 
extended their courses across the Montgomery surface as 
the seas receded during the Iowan glacial stage* They 
cut channels across the Montgomery and, as erosion pro­
ceeded, the land surface which resulted sloped toward 
these master streams* Streams which originate on this 
surface are all tributary to the master streams and have 
a course whose direction is a component of the southward 
tilting of the original Montgomery surface and of the 
slope toward the master streams which is the result of 
subsequent erosion.
Minor streams, in general, tend to head near the 
Bentley scarp which, as before mentioned, is higher to­
ward the east* Those streams which, at the present time, 
hare their headwaters farther to the south of this escarp­
ment are tending to erode headward toward the scarp* Very 
few, if any, minor streams have cut headward across the 
escarpment*
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0st the major streams which cross this Montgomery 
outcrop area, Beckwith Creak and hickory Branch both 
flew in essentially southward courses* Bearhead Creek 
flows parallel to the scarp for a distance of about eight 
wiles* It way have been a tributary to the Sabine River 
during Kent gone ry time. On the west side of R12W Its 
course is southward from the scarp and then, in Calcasieu 
Parish to the south, eastward* This southward and east* 
ward direction of Its course is probably the result of a 
deflection of the stream during Montgomery time, when the 
Sabine River was building a delta in that section. Barnes 
Creek flows southeastward across this surface in a course 
whose direction was determined by the lower elevations 
to the eastward along shat is now the Calcasieu River.
Large Fluviatlle Montgomery Area in northern Allen Parish: 
Drainage on this Montgomery outcrop area differs in almost 
every respect from the drainage on the coastwise surface. 
Here the surface is more nearly flat (In this respect 
resembling the prairie surface to be discussed later) and 
large areas of it are even somewhat swampy. This area is 
bisected by the Calcasieu River which flows southwest* 
wardly across it. Drainage on the west side of the 
Calcasieu is tributary to that river; that on the east 
side of the river flows mostly into the Bayou Hesplque.
It is recognised locally that this area is somewhat 
different from any of the rest of the surrounding region.
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It is spoken of as a *bay*, that on the vest side of the 
Calcasieu being known as West Bay and that on the east 
side as Bast Bay*
Typically, both of these areas are very flat* Streams 
hare are rather numerous and are not deeply Incised* In 
fact, except for a few streams, they are not Incised 
deeply enough to carry off the water after heavy rain*
falls, and so it Is not at all uncommon to have widespread
areas inundated after prolonged precipitation. Both bays 
have such poor drainage that the vegetation Is entirely 
different from that of the coastwise Montgomery or the 
Bentley. Bore, oaks, magnolias and similar types of trees 
are found in abundance, along with a dense undergrowth of 
shrubs m d  bushes. It Is only rarely that a portion has
sufficient drainage to support the growth of pine trees.
Only very small sections of this area have been cleared 
for cultivation. It Is still very largely covered with 
forests.
The drainage pattern in both East Bay and West Bay 
is that of a swamp network. This pattern is best developed 
la Bast Bay. Streams do not have separate channels that 
are distinct from those of contiguous streams but might 
be spoken of as anastomosing on a very large scale. Water 
in the headwater of any particular stream often has a 
choice of two or even three channels-— often separated 
by two or more miles— through which it can flow, in
R 3 W
figure 6. Map showing swamp network 
drainage in East Bay, Allen Parish,
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Saat Bay these streams nearly all flow as tributaries 
Into Castor Creek and eventually into Bayou Hezpique*
Those in Vest Bay are almost all tributary to Mill Creek 
which flows into the Calcasieu River»
the *bay* area continues with much the same character­
istics Into Evangeline parish on the east* This Mont­
gomery outcrop area is thought to represent a portion 
of the fluviatlle terrace along the Mississippi River 
during Montgomery time* As such, it would have been the 
flood plain of the Mississippi River at that time* Con­
sequently, It would have had very poor drainage, with but 
slight southward slope* This area was also very near the 
active Montgomery delta, because the coastwise Montgomery 
occurs but a short distance southwest of these bays*
Vith uplift of this region to its present elevation, 
"the incipient drainage channels on this flood plain began 
to incise themselves, first starting at the mouth and 
then working headward* As the bay area Is relatively 
near the headwaters of smaller streams it has not been 
greatly reduced by erosion as yet* Consequently, the 
original flatness of this plain has been more or less 
preserved*
Montgomery Pluvlatlle Remnants within the Bentley Terrace % 
Most of the major streams within the Bentley outcrop area# 
as well as the minor streams on the Montgomery whose head - 
waters extend into the Bentley, have fluviatlle Montgomery
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t t m c w  flanking their courses• Hear the junction of 
these streams with the major Montgomery outcrop area, 
there la usually an embayment extending upstream from 
the Montgomery outcrop proper* This erabayment may be 
quite wide In some Instances and rather email in others.
The width of the Montgomery terrace along streams 
i« dependent almost entirely upon the six© of the stream.
The maximum width of this terrace along the Sabine Klver 
la about two and one-half to three miles; along Bundlcka 
Creek and Whiskey Chitto Creek the maximum width is 
about one mile; while along creeks such as Bearhead, 
Beckwith, and Barnes it seldom exceeds one-fourth to one- 
half mile. These fluviatlle remnants are by no means 
continuous along any stream* By the shifting of the 
stream, these terraces are quite often cut out completely* 
Also, as a result of stress meandering, they might lie 
on the right side of the creek, on the left side, or on 
both aides* Typically, these terraces extend up the 
tributaries as well as along the main stream.
Junction with Lower Surfaces
At the Junction of the Montgomery terrace with that 
of the Prairie or the flood plain, in most places is a 
scarp. This is particularly true along streams* Some­
times this scarp is low and sometimes quite high and
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distinct* At many places there Is a rim-swamp stream 
present at the base of the excarpment * this la due to 
the fact that these fluviatlle sediments (the prairie or 
the Recent alluvium) were laid down in every case as flood 
plains and, consequently, usually slope away from the 
stream to the valley walls, leaving a low line separating 
the two deposits, along which minor drainage channels may 
develop as rim-swamp streams*
She best Montgomery terrace scarps in either parish 
are to be found along the Sabine River near Merryville*
Here this scarp is about twenty feet high and quite 
noticeable topographically*
In southern Allen Parish the Junction of the Mont­
gomery with the Prairie is not distinct* The Prairie 
here seems to grade almost imperceptably Into the 
Montgomery* However, by constructing profiles it was 
possible to localise this line on the basis of degree 
of slope, as well as on amount of dissection* The sur­
face configuration of the land a mile or more on either 
side of this line is quite distinctive*
prairie Terrace 
Outcrop Area
The outcrop area of the coastwise Prairie formation 
lies entirely within the southern half of Allen Parish.
Ai s  area extend* northward to ah out the latitude of 
Berlin and westward to near He eve a. Southward mid east­
ward* 11 extends to the parish line* In this report this 
outcrop area will be spoken of as the coastwise prairie* 
although It must be recognized that It is not a true 
coastwise terrace In the sense that the Bentley Is a 
coastwise terrace* It was formed near the very crenulated 
innermost margin of the Prairie terrace belt and, as such, 
represents the result of deposition In that region where 
the coastwise and the fluviatlle environments merge* It 
could just as well be spoken of as the southernmost 
portion of a remnant of a large fluviatlle terrace. It 
was formed in an enbayment extending & slight distance 
upstream along the Calcasieu River In Allen Parish and 
s o m  other streams in Evangeline Parish*
Fluviatlle Prairie terrace remnants are found along 
many streams within the coastwise Montgomery outcrop area* 
All of the sajor streams and most of their tributaries 
have remnants of the Prairie terrace along their courses* 
It Is a peculiar fact that very few such terrace remnants 
are to be found along the streams in the large area of 
fluviatlle Montgomery In northern Allen Parish. Such 
surfaces are found only along the Calcasieu River and 
Whiskey Chltto Creek and a few smaller streams near the 
margin. Within the Bentley outcrop area, fluviatlle 
prairie Is found only along the larger streams. In
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particular, Whiskey Chit to Creek has well developed 
Prairie terrace remnants throughout its course in Beau­
regard and Allen Parishes; Bundicks Creek has good out­
crops of the Prairie surface southeast of DeRIdder» The 
best fluviatlle Prairie surfaces of all are to be found 
along the Sabine River, between six miles south of Merry- 
villa and the Vernon Parish line.
Elevations and Slope
Elevations of the coastwise Prairie terrace belt 
range frcea a maxiaura of seventy feet near Oberlln to 
about thirty feet along the Jefferson Davis parish line. 
There is but a slight east-west slope to this surface.
Elevations on the fluviatlle prairie terrace rem­
nants have a much greater range. The lower limits of 
these surfaces are no lower-— -a minimum of about thirty- 
feet has been noted, in southern Beauregard parish— — , 
but the upper limits are much greater. The highest 
elevations on this surface are found upstream, at posi­
tions most removed from the coastwise belt. In Beaure­
gard parish, along Bundlcks Creak north of DeRidder, 
the prairie surface reaches an elevation of 165 feot* 
which is Its highest in these two parishes. Widespread 
Prairie terrace remnants along the 3abln©(River north of 





Plate XV>. Map showing slope of the Prairie surface in 
Beaurngard• and lien 'Parishes.
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the slope of the coastwise Prelrie terrace in Allen 
Pari eh ia about tv© feet per mile, which is somewhat 
greater than the tlope of this terrace farther south In 
Calcasieu pariah or Jefferson Davis Parish* This greater 
degree of slope la due to the fact that the area which 
la herein spofcen of as the coastwise Prairie Is In reality, 
partly, at least, fluviatlle terrace and, as such, has a 
steeper slope*
Drainage
Of the three terrace surfaces represented in Beaure­
gard and Allen Parishes, the Prairie has the poorest 
drainage* this surface has been subjected to erosion 
for a much shorter length of time and, consequently, is 
lass dissected than either of the other two* It is also 
m e t  flatter than the Montgomery or Bentley surface, an 
l^ortant factor contributing to its poor drainage.
The Prairie surface in southern Allen Parish may be 
divided into two distinct drainage basins* On the west 
Is the Calcasieu Hiver with Its tributaries, chief among 
which are the Whiskey Chitto, Bunchy, and Beer Creeks.
All major tributaries of the Calcasieu River in Allen 
Parish enter from the west side; there are no streams of 
any importance entering froaa the east* The eastern side 
of Prairie surface is drained by Bayou Blue and its
tributaries.
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The pattern presented by these two drainage basins 
is entirely different* The drainage pattern of the main 
tributaries of the Calo&sleu River is, in general, fcypi- 
eally dendrltle* Some variations are presented by the 
smaller tributaries whose courses have been controlled 
to a certain extent by the presence of channel scars on 
tela surface, particularly channel scars of the fthiskey 
Chit to Creek* The development of a dendritic drainage 
pattern In this area is apparently due to the incision 
of the Calcasieu River, which lowered the base level of 
all its tributaries, with a corresponding increase in 
gradient and Increase in power to erode headward*
The eastern part of this area, which is drained by 
Bayou Blue, presents a rather complicated drainage 
pattern which has undoubtedly been developed as a result,
In part, of stream capture. The drainage in this area 
presents, in a very general way, a rectangular pattern. 
Streams, to which southeast flowing tributaries join, 
flow southwest In part and northeast in other parts of 
their courses. There are very few northwest flowing 
tributaries*
The very slight slope of this area during Prairie 
time was probably to the southwest. This would have been 
the result of a component away from the Mississippi River 
and a component toward the coast* During Prairie time 
there were probably southeastward flowing distributaries
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fro® the Mississippi River crossing this region. On©
^  these old channels is still observable in Allen Parish.
It is, In part, occupied by present-day streams-— Meadow 
Creek, Bayou Blue and the Calcasieu River— — but in part 
of thia channel there are no streams, it is assumed 
that fro® Prairie time until the Present there has been 
a gradual southeastward tilting of this surface. Gradi­
ents of southwest flowing streams gradually became less, 
until, eventually, the component of the slope toward the 
aorteaaat was equal to, or greater than, the component 
toward tee southwest, This northeast-southwest direction, 
however, was normal to the direction of maximum slope, so 
that consequent streams working headward up slope could 
very easily capture northeast or southwest flowing streams* 
Bayou Blue and Its tributaries, which drain the Prairie 
portion of tea southeastern part of Allen Parish, present 
sueh a pattern, resulting fro® stream capture*
Ihe history of the drainage in this section Is 
assumed to be essentially as follows* During prairie 
teas there was a southwest flowing distributary of the 
Kississlppl River crossing this area* Because of the 
volume of water which this stream was carrying it was 
tele to maintain its course toward the southwest in 
spite of the change toward the northeast in the direction 
of slope of the surface* This stream was captured first 




Figure 7. 2£ap showing drainage of southeastern Allen Parish.
(see Figure ?}, a southeastward flowing tributary to 
Bayou Herpique. This diverted the water from the dis­
tributary, leaving only a small stream occupying the 
channel- Tributaries to this stream had developed on 
the northwest side as consequent streams, parallel to 
the direction of maximum slope • Bo tributaries developed 
on the southeast side; drainage on this side was south­
eastward. TO the southeast of, and parallel to, this old 
distributary channel was another stream, Bayou Blue, which 
flowed northeast Into Bayou Besplque. It should be noted 
that this stream flowed in a direction opposite to that 
of the old distributary channel* It is flowing in a 
direction normal to the present-day slope of the surface 
sad opposite to the original direction of the slope, 
although there Is no evidence one way or another, it Is 
probable that its course ' was originally also a distri­
butary channel which had been abandoned. Bear the head­
waters of this stream, a tributary working headward up 
slope again captured the old distributary channel to the 
northwest In Section 15, T6S, K4W* Thus this stream,
Bayou Blue, received most of the drainage of the Prairie 
section of Allen Parish east of the Calcasieu Hlver.
This method of stream piracy, whereby streams flow­
ing parallel to the direction of maximum slope capture 
streams flowing normal to the slope, Is well exemplified 
today by an unnamed tributary of Bayou Blue in Sections 6,
i'\
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10, and 18, $68, B3V* This stream la within a few 
JsaaSbwd feet of capturing a tributary of meadow Creek 
ftleh at the present time occupies a part of the old 
die tributary channel*
Bayea Blue, in Its lower portion near Bayou Nsgplque, 
dees not now parallel the distributary channel to the 
northj it has an arcuate course which la convex toward 
the north, this deflection of the stream* a course la 
probably the result of a slight doming of the underlying 
strata In southeastern Allen Parish. Bayou Nos pique en­
circles this dome on the east, and tributaries of both 
Bayou Blue and Bayou Sezpique almost complete the encircle­
ment on the south and southwest* Tributary streams radiate 
from the center of the dome to the encircling streams*
The Borth Elton oil field Is located within this area*
Along the Allen Parish side of Bayou Bezplque, from 
the mouth of Bayou Blue northward to Castor Creek and 
northward along it to the old distributary channel pre­
viously mentioned, there is a sub-Prairie level about 
thirty feet below the level of the prairie surface In 
that area* It also lies about ten feet higher than the 
present-day flood plain level* During recent times both 
Castor Creek and Beyou Eezplque have incised themselves 
below this level, as a result of the uplift that the 
region has undergone.
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Drainage an the mailer Prairie terrace remnants, 
along streams In the outcrop area of older terraces, is 
•aisovhet different frost that Just described* On such 
surfaces there is generally a component of the slope down 
the stream, and the other component is either away from 
the stream or toward the stream* This surface slopes 
n a y  from the stream if it has not undergone much erosion 
since Its time of deposition* On the other hand, If It 
has undergone auoh erosion, it slopes toward the stream 
along which it lies* In the cases where the slope is 
away from the main stream, a rim-swamp stream usually 
lies along the outer valley wall, where the Prairie 
terrace abuts against the older terrace*
Junction with Lower Surfaces
The Prairie terrace adjoins the Recent flood plains 
along ell major streams and most of the smaller ones*
In some places the Prairie surface Is separated from 
the flood plain by a rather steep scarp, especially 
along main streams * In other cases there is no such 
sharp line of demarcation* It Is very difficult to de* 
termine, in the case of the smaller streams, that line 
where the flood plain and the Prairie join* Thia is 
particularly true in southern Allen Parish, where the
i '
drainage Has been to a great extent artificially modified
IDS
for agricultural purposes. Quite often, small dams 
constructed for flooding rice fielde result in wide­
spread inundation following heavy rains* In such cases, 
it la very difficult to separate the natural flood plain 
boundaries fro® the artificial ones*
Recent Flood Plains 
Outcrop Area
Recent flood plain deposits lie along practically 
every stream in Beauregard and Allen Parishes* These 
flood plain surfaces are found only along streams in 
tikis area; farther south they merge into the marsh de­
posits along the coast* the width of the flood plains 
along the streams is entirely a function of the slse and 
gradient of the stream* For example, the width of the 
flood plain along the Sabine River is much greater than 
that along Barnes Creek because the river Is larger and 
has a lesser gradient than the creek*
Flood plain deposits In a region with such flat 
surf sees as Beauregard and Allen Parishes extend practi­
cally to the headwaters of all the tributary streams*
Bear the headwaters of streams it la very difficult to 
distinguish between true flood plain deposits and slope 
wash, because, under these conditions, both result In 
essentially the same transverse profile*
10®
Flood plotst deposits In Beauregard and Allen Parishes 
range Proa Tory narrow belts along small streams up to a 
aartaum width of three miles on the Beauregard side of 
the Sabine River.
Elevations and Slope
Elevations of the flood plain surfaces range from 
these that are Just under the elevation of the highest 
terraees down to elevations lover than that of the lowest 
terrace surface. In general, it can be said that ele- 
rations range from about 200 feet down to about 25 feet.
The slope of the flood plains is dependent upon the 
gradient of the stream which formed them. An expression 
of the slope of flood plain surfaces, then, would mean 
nothing in a regional picture. Slopes range from those 
that are quite steep along upper courses of smaller 
streams to very slight slopes along major streams.
Drainage
The flood plain surface Is the most poorly drained 
of all surfaces in these parishes. Typically, this sur­
face is very swampy. It is usually quite difficult to 
travel across It. Because of its flatness It is, if not 
actually swampy, a great deal more moist than the
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surrounding Ftglos. ffais wetness of the soil Is very 
WAX expressed by the vegetation* Plant growth on the 
fieed plains la quite different from that on the better 
drained surfaces• On the flood plains there are usually 
foand such trees as the oak, gum, and magnolia, with a 
very dense undergrowth of smaller shrubs and briars* It 
is quite often easy to determine the boundaries of the 
flood plain from an aerial photograph, merely on the 
heals of the difference in vegetation*
Sear the larger streams, quite often rlm*swaap 
strewn are present where the flood plain Joins the older 
serfages* Abandoned channel scars are also typical along 
the flood plains of larger stream* About the only re* 
lief offered Is that difference between the bottoms of 
abandoned channels and the tops of old natural levees, 
the drainage on such surfaces is typically that of a 
snap network pattern*
High-Level Flood Plains
Aleag major streams throughout Louisiana there are 
to be found certain surfaces which are higher than the 
iw^pt flood plains but lower than the lowest terrace*
T» Beauregard Parish, north of Kerryvllle, along the 
8d)loo River, such a surface may be found• Here this 
surface, which hereafter will be spoken of as a ^hlgh*
I l l
level flood plaia*, lies at least tan feet higher than 
the highest high-water level of the Sstine River* it is 
tibsmt ten feet lover than the Prairie terrace level in 
that region and is separated from the surfaces both above 
and below it by veil defined scarps* its outcrop area is 
gaits irregular in outline, and It often ocours as Isolated 
remnants surrounded by lover levels on all aides*
Such surfaces might originate In several different 
says* If it vere another terrace surface, resulting from 
the same conditions as vere responsible for the formation 
of the older terraces, it should be reflected along all 
d m  major strews* It should also be present coastwise 
as a separate level between the Recent marsh deposits and 
the Prairie surface. This is not the case; this high* 
level flood plain surface is found only locally along 
seme of the major streams*
It is assumed that uplift of the entire area In­
volved vas a process that vas going on continuously, at 
a more or less uniform rate, throughout Quaternary time* 
However, if this uplift was intermittent and one such 
upward movement took place after Prairie time and before 
Beeeat time, this would rejuvenate streams and cause them 
to again, start to erode downward, thus Isolating their 
former flood plains as higher level surfaces above their 
present-day flood plains. That this was not the case Is 
again proved by the fact that these surfaces are only
local la extent* Even had the uplift affected only 
• very small area, as, for example, around a salt dome,
those levels should be present, not only along the main
*
strews, but also along each of the tributary streams 
contiguous to the main streams. It is difficult to 
visualise an uplift that would affect only a main stream 
valley end not the adjacent tributaries.
Other conditions that would disturb the condition 
of grade maintained by a stream, such as an increase in 
the volume of water or a decrease in its load, would 
eaoae rejuvenation. Thus, former flood plains might be 
Isolated as high-level flood plains as a result of the 
renewed erosional activity of the stream. Such high- 
Xtevel flood plain surfaces should be found along all the 
atammmi as well as along its tributary streams whose 
base level would be lowered. Again, this is not the
k surface, such as the high-level flood plain sur­
face, could be formed through erosion by a degrading 
stream removing material down to a harder layer of rock, 
eventually cutting through this harder layer but leaving 
renaaata of it near the valley w 11 as isolated terraces. 
Surfaces formed in this way would have an underlying 
stratum of harder material. The material under these
i
surfaces is similar to that of the surrounding surfaces, 
except for a sonewhat higher percentage of gravel locally 
Mwt this surface obviously could not have been formed as 
a out terrace»
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D1s continuous terrace levels may be left at differ­
entt levels on opposite sides of a stream valley as a 
result of lateral erosion by the stream. If a stream 
la on one side of its valley and Is cutting downward 
as veil as laterally, it will tend to move to the oppo­
site side of its valley while, at the same time, cutting 
downward. It will then move toward the other valley wall 
and continue this lateral shifting, the surface formed 
by the stream during any one transgression of the valley 
will be a sloping surface from one valley wall toward 
the other. Remnants of this surface may be isolated at 
say time, but in no ease will these remnants be at the 
same level on opposite sides of the valley. The various 
levels along the Sabine River In Beauregard Parish were 
8 0b formed through erosion; they are depositions! sur- 
fsses. There is no reason to believe that the high- 
level flood plain surface should be any different from 
the other surfaces. It has essentially the same character­
istics as those levels above It and that one below It.
The only explanation, seemingly consistent with all 
the facts, for the high-level flood plain surface In 
Beauregard parish Is that It represents a portion of an 
alluvial fan built on the flood plain of the Sabine Klver 
at the south of Anacoco Creek. This explanation requires 
that the stream building the fan have a higher gradient
that stream Into which It empties. It Implies the
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deposition of somewhat coarser material than that being 
deposited by the main stream* Both of these are con­
sistent with the facts* Anacoco Creek has its headwaters 
In the 31Hiana terrace of Vernon Parish and, having a 
rather high gradient, picks up and transports quite a 
bit of gravel. The Sabine River was unable to remove this 
material as it was being deposited, and, consequently, an 
alluvial fan was built at the mouth of Anacoco Creek on 
the flood plain of the Sabine River. This fan, which 
was being continually enlarged, particularly during 
flood stages of the Anacoco, pushed the Sabine River 
westward toward its other bank* Anacoco Creek maintained 
a channel across the fan which, as gradual uplift of the 
region continued, it was forced to out deeper and deeper* 
gvCnfeually the place was reached where, even during flood 
stages, it could not overflow onto the fan, and so, It 
could deposit no store material on this surface* In the 
meantime the gradient of the stream became leas; conse­
quently its carrying power decreased until, at the pre­
sent time, the Sabine River is able to move all material 
deposited in it by Anacoco Creek* Remnants of this sur­






Pimple mounds (also called "prairie sounds”,
*natural sounds” and "residual soil hillocks”) are a 
W f  common physiographic phenomenon of the Gulf Coastal 
Plain of Louisiana vest of the Mississippi River. They 
occur, too, in the adjoining states of Texas, Okalhoma 
and Arkansas as veil as Missouri and Kansas, but they 
have never been reported east of the Mississippi River. 
They are eossson on the vest coast and in places there are 
referred to as “hog vallovs”, a term applied to the low 
spaces between the mounds. They are also reported to 
occur in Mexico and Argentina* Apparently not restricted 
to any particular type of rock, they are most common in 
the Gulf Coast area on the dominantly sandy or silty 
Pleistocene terraces, but they also occur on flood plains 
and on Tertiary rock outcrops. Blsevhere, they occur on 
basalts of the Coluabla River Plateau and on Paleozoic 
rocks* It is quite apparent that all features referred 
to as pimple mounds vere not formed by the same geologic 
agent.
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These monads are low, rounded hillocks, varying in 
shape from nearly elreular to elliptical, with the typical 
one appearing to be almost circulars In height they range 
from those that are scarcely perceptible up to about five 
or six feet and In diameter up to nearly one hundred feet. 
The average one in southwest Louisiana, where they are 
very well developed, is about fifty feet in diameter and 
two or three feet high*
Pigure 8* Pimple mounds in a rice field on 
the Prairie terrace, one and one-half miles 
north of Ctoerlin, Allen Parish. View looking 
west from U. S. highway 165. Sec. 2, T5S, R7V.
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Figure 9* Close-up of pimple mounds on the 
Motttgn—sry terrace, one mile southeast of 
Kerrywille, Beauregard parish* Sec* 6, T4S, 
HIV* Photograph by R. J. Russell*
History of Literature on Pimple Hounds
The Caddo Indians had a legend concerning the origin
of the pimple mounds that Is perhaps as acceptable as
acme of the hypotheses that have been offered for their
format 1cm* this legend, quoted from Veatch (1900),
states that: (pp» 192-193)
".♦♦•many, many years ago the country was in­
habited by a race of giants* For some reason, 
which the legend did not state, the giants were 
carrying dirt in their aprons; when the dinner
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b o n  sounded they dropped the dirt where they 
stood and hurried away to a dinner from which 
they newer returned * *
These low mounds, occurring literally by the millions,
have attracted the attention of observers for well over
a century. Charles Wilkes (1845, vol. 4), in his report
on the Whited States exploring expedition during the
years 1858*1848, was one of the first to mention them
In print, fie observed the mounds on the Ooluatola Plateau
where they are composed mostly of drift* He thought them
to be arranged in a definite pattern, although later
workers could see no such symmetry. He thought that
they might be burial mounds of the Indians, but, upon
digging into some, he could find no bones nor artifacts.
The only thing suggestive of a human agency was a pave*
sent of round atones at the base* In spite of his nega*
tlve results, and in spite of the fact that the Indians
In that region had no legend concerning them, he consider*
ed them to be artificial and to have been made by the
medicine men*
Oven (1860),in a reconnaissance report on a part of
Arkansas, noticed these low mounds and ascribed their
formation to differential weathering* (p* 112)
•Where chert materials prevail, harder and more 
durable than the rest of the formation, they 
have resisted decomposition for a longer period 
of time than the surrounding parts, and give rise 
to those isolated mounds which rise conspicuously,
In all directions, out of the prairie, when viewed 
from some elevated position in the neighboring 
hills.*
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Tham&SBj (1860), In a book on "Geologic pratique
dw la Louisiana*, observed the mound a in the marshes of
southern Louisiana and considered them to be either
ancient mud lumps or to have been formed by water under
hydros tat ie pressure depositing sand where it comes to
the surface* (p* 83)
*l?e aont-ce done pas la d'anclens gud-lumps a 
remontant a 1 * epoque ou le fleuve d&bouch&lt 
▼era oes parages, ou plutdt datant de la 
eoosotlon qul disloqua le sous-aol et en fit 
jaillir des eaux boneuses?"
3cm years later J. D« Whitney (1865) published his 
"Oeology of California? In which he speaks of the mounds 
sear Thomas 9 Will on King9s River* He offers no theory 
as to their origin but says that they are composed of a 
(p. 367)
•hard, clayey soil, thrown up Into alternate 
hillocks and hollows, popularly known as 9hog 
wallows9, the origin of which is hard to 
explain* They resemble the hillocks left by 
the gradual decay of trees uprooted by the 
wind in our eastern forests, and the depress­
ions between them contain water in the rainy 
season* *
In a prediction that Louisiana would be found to
contain the •richest deposit of oil in the world”,
Robertson (1867) used as one of his lines of evidence
the abundance of pimple mounds, stating that (p« 16)
"I am confident that the whole area covered 
by these tumuli contains basins of oil, and 
that the mounds are of comparatively recent 
origin, and were thrown up by the eruptive 
force of the gas generated by the oil below*"
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Three years later Lockett (1870), la reporting on
the topography of Louisiana, said (p* 66)
•there le one feature observed in these prairies 
»•••quite peculiar and striking, namely, a great 
mnriber of small Isolated mounds • They are 
thought by the inhabitants to be Indian mounds, 
end some of them have been excavated and Indian 
relies found*”
Lockett was not inclined to believe them to be artificial,
In view of the fact that there were so many of them, and
stated (p« 66)
•••••it is hardly possible that so many tumuli, 
so Irregularly scattered over so large a scope 
of country can all be the result of human labor, 
but rather of natural origin and then subse­
quently used as burying grounds for the aborigines."
Hopkins (1870) described the pimple mounds in the
marshes ef southern Louisiana as follows s (pp* 80*81)
•law the marsh is dotted in every direction with 
mounds generally circular, and of from 30 to 50 
feet In diameter and from three to five feet in 
height. Their appearance is singular, and Is 
rendered yet more effective by the fact that 
while nothing but marsh grass can grow between 
them, they are covered with luxuriant clumps of 
timber trees, whose grouping could not be excelled 
by the best landscape gardner*w
As to their mode of origin, he thought they were mud 
lumps, formed at a time when the Mississippi Kiver was 
aetlvely depositing material in that section, and that 
sedimentation by the river had progressed on beyond this 
area and left the mud lumps as pimple mounds, rising 
above the marshes •
Pea the naan (1872), In a report on the Botany of south 
western Louisiana, diverged long enough to propose a novel
for the origin of these mounds. He thought that 
(p. 107)
"....it would be almost as reasonable to suppose 
that these mounds were formed by whirlwinds like 
anew drifts or mountain-like waves, and were 
afterwards fixed in their position by the vege­
tation which subsequently sprang up, which bound 
together, as it were, the shifting sand grains, 
no longer exposed to the disturbing action of 
the winds.*
Gibbs (1872) gave a very good discussion of the
mound prairies of Washington. He described them as
being (p. 504)
**...conq>osed of a light soil, with interspersed 
gravel, being perfectly homogeneous through the 
whole mass.• *.There was no appearance of strati­
fication. The soil and gravel were intermixed 
throughout. This prairie Is of generally uni­
form level, though with some swales running 
across it, and the intervals between the mounds 
are, as it were, paved with boulder stones; the 
appearance presented being as if the superficial 
soil, down to this bed, had been shoveled up 
into plies.0
Qlbbs did not concede them to be of human origin because 
they were too numerous, too uniform in sl^e, contained 
no bones or relics of any kind, and exhibited no evi­
dence of fire. He was unable to find any Integration 
of drainage channels among them and thus did not think 
that they were eroaional in origin. He stated that 
they (p. 507)
*....have been attributed to the pushing up of 
the soil by the roots of the wild cucunfcer vine 
(Megarrhisa oregona), which frequently reach 
the sise of half a barrel, and are very commonly 
found in them, or that these have at least formed 
a nucleus shout which the soil has collected.0
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Be thought, however, that the vino had just found enough 
soil to grow in here and had not been responsible for 
the formation of ths mounds. Ho also discarded the 
theories that they were the remains of a burned or over­
turned forest, that they were the work of burrowing 
animals, and that they were formed by springs in the 
bottoms of lakes. He credited Mr. Agassis with the 
(p. 307)
•....only explanation consistent with all the facts.* 
stating that, (pp. 307-308)
*0n exhibiting to him the drawings and descript­
ions of the mounds, he unhesitatingly declared 
them to be the work of fish of the sucker family, 
accumulated in successive years during the lake 
period, for the protection of their eggs. A 
similar process, he states, is going on in Jamaica 
Pond and other little lakes around Boston, and 
that on a scale which causes no wonder at the else 
of those of Washington Territory.”
Hilgard (1873), in describing the pimple mounds of
Louisiana, stated that (p. 11)
"They do not show in their internal structure 
any vestige of their mode of origin; or rather, 
being totally devoid of structure of any kind, 
they merely prove by their material that there 
haw been a mining up of the surface soil with 
from two to four feet of the subsoil.”
Because of the heterogeneous nature of the material, and
because he was undoubtedly Influenced by published accounts
of the large ant hills of South America, such as Robertsons
(1838) which stated (pp. 270-274)
”... .thousands of conical masses of earth to the 
height of eight and ten feet, having a base of 
nearly five in diameter. ”
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•ad Parish's (1852) statement to the effect that (p® 252)
®....Corriantes and Paraguay, where whole plains 
are cowered with their dome-like and conical 
edifices, rising five and six feet In height *n *
he concluded that the pimple mounds were ant hills. Many 
later workers came to this same conclusion with regard to 
the aouada on the Gulf Coastal Plain; however, to those 
d m  described the wounds on the west coast, this conclu­
sion was not tenable because of the large percentage of 
gravel in their wake-up.
Poster (1873), in a book on the prehistoric races 
of the United States, concluded that the mounds (p. 121)
■••••west of the Mississippi delta to the 
Colorado and from the Gulf to Arkansas”
were not of human origin. He did not offer any theory
to explain them but said (p. 122)
*Xb utter desperation I cease to trouble my­
self about their origin and call them 'inex­
plicable wounds'.”
LeConte offered an explanation of the mounds In
Washington that is still widely accepted, with slight
modifications. He expounded his theory In two articles
under the same title in 1373 and 1874. He recognised
the fact that (1874, p. 367}
”•••.a phenomena so widespread must be attri­
buted to the action of a wide spread agent.”
so ascribed their formation to surface erosion. His 
explanation follows: (1874, p. 366}
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I long ago arrived at the conclusion that they 
wore the result of surface erosion under pecu­
liar eondltions. ... These conditions are a 
treeless country and a drift soil, consisting 
of two layers, a finer and more moveable one 
shove and a coarser and less moveable one below* 
Surface erosion cuts through the fine super­
ficial layer into the pebbly layer beneath, 
leaving, however, portions of the superficial 
layer as mounds• The size of the mounds de­
pends upon the thickness of the superficial 
layer; the shape of the mounds depends much 
upon the slope of the surface. The process, 
once started, small shrubs and weeds take 
possession of the mounds as the better soil, 
and hold them by their roots, and thus in­
crease their sise by preventing or retarding 
erosion in these spots."
The rale of vegetation was better described in his first
paper. (1673, pp. 214-220}
"The process once commenced, weeds, shrubs and 
feres take possession of these spots as the 
hatter soil, or sometimes the drier soil, and 
hold them, and by their roots retard erosion 
there. In some cases a departing vegetation - 
a vegetation gradually destroyed by an increas­
ing dryness of climate - Is an important condi­
tion."
Wallace (1877-a) wrote a short article for Mature,
in which he described some "hog wallows" at the foot of
the Sierra Wevada in California. He, himself, had not
Men these mounds, but had been told about them through
a letter from his brother. Fla conclusions regarding
their origin was that they were (p. 274)
"••••due to the retreat of the broad foot of 
the glaciers leaving behind it a layer of debris 
or aorain—mat ter, which has become arranged 
in Its present form by the innumerable rills 
that Issued from the retiring sheet of ice."
Because of tha fact that hla description of the mounds 
m s  quite general, there followed a whole aeries of 
Short articles and letters la Hature shout similar 
phsnmmii, mostly by people who had never seen the 
piapls mounds.
During the same year Kinahan (1877-a, p. 579) de­
scribed same moralnio drift, which he thought fitted the 
descrlption of Wallace’s ®hog wallows®, but which, 
obviously, was not the same thing.
Still later in that year Wallace’s (1877-b) atten­
tion was called to LeConte’s explanation of the prairie 
mounds, mid In another article In nature for that same 
year he questioned whether LeConte meant fluvial erosion 
or aerial erosion or both combined. He also stated that 
(p. 452)
■....more explanation is needed to account for 
the removal of the eroded material over a 
surf m e  50 miles wide without producing any 
continuous ravines or other water channels.®
LeConte (1877, pp. 550-551) explained his theory as
stated in previous papers and stated that submergence
was not necessary to produce the prairie mounds. He
also reviewed theories that had been offered to date,
muyng which was the one that Gilbert offered to explain
mounds In Arizona which he thought were the ruined
habitations of prairie dogs and the one popularly support




Williams (1877, pp» 6*7) described some moralnic 
deposits in England which he thought to be comparable 
to dit hog wallows of California, only to be told later 
by Dttihem (1877, p. 24) that his glacial moralnic de­
posits were probably aeshars and kames”.
P aahan (1877-b) In another article recognised that 
LeConte9s prairie mounds and his drift mounds were not 
the same thing and said that, from LeContefa description, 
the prairie mounds would (p*7)
"••••seem to be somewhat similar and to have 
the asms origin as a tussocky bog or mountain."
which la formed as follows * (p.7)
"••••very hot weather cracks the peaty upper soil 
forming deep fissures; while aid)sequent weather­
ing changes the portion between the fissure Into 
small hills.9
Still later Gabb (1877, pp« 183*184} described some
sand dunes In Sevada and assumed them to be the same as
the prairie mounds*
Barnes (1879) was one of the first to offer a tenable
hypothesis in which plants played an Important part. In
expounding his theory, with reference to mounds near San
Diego, he stated that (p. 566*568)
"Each mannA marks a spot where formerly grew a 
shrub or cluster of shrubbery, which served to 
fix its location and which exercised an Important 
influence in the successive stages of Its develop­
ment* The shrubs which seem to have been chiefly 
instrumental in these results are the Rhus laurlna, 
the Slamondsla callfornlca. and the iaomerla 
arborea; the Former undoubtedly have been princ 1 - 
pally Instrumental In the creation of the more
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recent as well, perhaps, 5 as the most ancient 
ones In tills vicinity* These plants are fitted 
for the office they perform by the nature of 
their growth, ehich is In compact groups or 
clusters, with many stems starting from the 
earth near together, the branches and foliage 
forming a dense mass resting closely upon the 
ground, and with beds of massive rootsj while 
the distribution of the groups is strikingly 
similar to that of the mounds in their typical 
form and arrangement •
•Dust set in motion and borne along by the winds 
Is arrested by the shrub and, together with its 
fallen leaves, accumulate within and around It, 
and, S3 is seen In thousands of Instances In 
this vicinity, an elevation of many inches Is 
produced In this manner alone, In many cases 
covering the lover branches, and In case of the 
SI— daia especially, nearly enveloping the 
whole plant* The gopher, subsisting upon roots 
eat preferring for its operations the loose soil 
shout them, is, In exceptional eases, an adjunct 
ef the wind in heaping up material about the 
plant.*..*..... "While the loose earth of which 
the deposit Is composed is protected by the 
branches and foliage of the plant, the more solid 
earth beneath is also protected from the wash of 
rain by its massive roots, while all around erosion 
goes slowly on, facilitated by the peculiar sus-
oeptlblllty of the soil to wash.......
•in the course of time the plant dies— Is smothered 
by the dir ft which nearly coveres it, or is des­
troyed by the fires which annually sweep over 
extensive tracts of country. Thus deprived of 
its protection, the winds in turn, and the rains 
which fall upon It wear down the top of the loose 
deposit, and to some extent widen Its base. While 
this Is going on the surrounding earth, or Inter­
spaces, are being continually lowered by the action 
of water. The wash always being greater at the 
base than at its summit, its tendency is to per­
petually maintain or Increase the prominences.*
Although a glacial origin had been assigned to the
monads on the west coast before, Rogers (1393, pp. 393-399)
gave the first clear explanation of how they might be formed
through glaciation. After reviewing and finding fallacies
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in moat or the previous theories that had been offered, 
ha suggested that the region had heen covered by stag­
nant lea of the piedmont glacier type and that, in holes 
In the tea, gravel, sand, and other debris accumulated. 
After the lea salted, this material was left as mounds * 
Hadaillao (1895} In a book on prehistoric America 
told of two other theories for the mounds of the Oulf 
Coast, (p. 188)
tRBetween the Had River and the Ouachita they 
(the mounds) can be counted by the thousands*
According to Forshey, who described them to 
the Sew Orleans Academy of Science, these 
embankment8 cannot have served as the founds* 
tlons for homes of men* Other Archaeologists 
are more positive; they consider that these 
embankments were used for nothing but culti­
vation, and that they are Intended to counteract 
the hwldlty of the soil, still the greatest 
obstacle with which the tillers of the soil 
of the plains of the Mississippi Valley have 
to content.*
Turner (1896), in a report on the Sierra Nevada,
called attention to low mounds occurring on the slopes
of the east side of the San Joaquin and Sacramento
Talleys. He referred to these as "hog-wallow mounds'1,
end be observed that they appeared to be mads of the
soil formed directly from the underlying pre-Cretaceous
shlstose rooks. Other mounds, occurring on an andeslte-
breccia area of the Sonora region, are composed of finer
material, arti of these he stated (pp. 681-632)
•it Is not likely that these have had an origin 
similar to those in the' lower foothills and on 
the plains. To one who has seen the little
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mounds mads by ground squirrels in the Coast 
Bangss the resemblance of the mounds shown in 
the illustration (Plats 55) will be at once 
apparent* In many cases squirrels are now 
living in these little mounds of the plains 
region and foothills of the Sierra Nevada, but 
many of them show no traees of former burrows #**
• ••• "While the evidence Is not sufficient to 
warrant assigning to squirrels or other rodents 
the making of the hillocks, it is thought that 
this origin should be considered
Clendennln (1896), reporting on southwest Louisiana, 
described the mounds and called attention to their great­
est development around and near the sulfur mines in 
Calcasieu Parish and their decrease in abundance in all 
directions away from this center until, after 25 to 75 
miles, they eease to be sufficiently developed to attract 
attention* 3e ascribed to the view expressed by Hopkins 
somewhat earlier, that they are a pressure phenomenon 
similar to mad lumps. His conclusions are (p. 182)
"Horn, however close the analogy in origin of 
tease mounds to that of the mud lumps at the 
mouth of the Mississippi, their composition 
and structure both point to a force acting from 
below, and similarity of the underlying deposits 
of those of the Cretaceous ridge which terminates 
southward In Belle Isle, where undoubted dis­
turbance has occurred, suggests that here, too 
eartkshocks are produced, with more or less 
fracturing of the strata* Such fractures would 
radiate and rebranch from a central region, and 
along the radial and branching fractures the gases 
would find an easy passage, and above them, 
around the vents through which they reached the 
surface, mounds would be produced*
•this would account for the sonar and linear 
arrangement of these mounds, and likewise for 
their structure and composition, the excess of 
sand coming from the underlying Lafayette."
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Branner (1900, pp. 151-153) published an article 
In the Journal of Geology concerning ants as agents of 
weathering in the tropica. In this paper he described 
ant hills in ftln&s Oeraea# Brazil, which are from three 
to fourteen feet high and hare a diameter of ten to 
thirty feet at the base. He also stated that the old 
ones tended to become rounded and flattened. This 
paper has been quoted quite a bit by later workers, as 
well as by Branner, himself, who considered that ants 
were responsible for the formation of the mounds on the 
Gulf Coast.
Teatch (1900), in a report on the Shreveport area,
discussed the mounds of the Gulf Coast and concluded
that (p. 194)
•The theory of the gas origin of the mounds seems 
to be more nearly supported by the observed 
facts than any other theory yet advanced. But 
the exact relation between the water and the gas, 
which issue from the mounds now forming, has 
newer been fully worked out. It may be that 
the gas merely accompanies the water Instead of 
the water accompanying the gas.”
Upham (1904), In writing on drift deposits near
Seattle, Tacoma, and Olympia, accepted Rogers* theory
that they were of glacial origin, (p. 212)
•The gradation of forms from round mounds to inter­
locking rldgea and mounds, like small reticulated 
kames, debars the reference to aboriginal mound 
building, or to mounds of any burrowing animals, 
which at the first view are suggested by these 
very unusual drift deposits. Their true expla­
nation has been well stated by Rogers, referring 
them to the accumulations In little hollows of
of the finally very thin margin of the ice fields 
when they at last melted back from this outer­
most tract of terminal moraine belt**
Shepard (1905), In describing the Hew Madrid earth-
qpake, noted some mounds which he thought to be formed.
by earthquakes, (p. 52)
0Another peculiar feature of the country which 
should be mentioned Is the presence of ?sand- 
blows1 - low mounds of fine white sand mixed 
with small pieces of lignite. These mounds 
are three or four feet high, with a diameter 
of 20 to 100 feet, and are frequently slightly 
hollowed In the center* They are scattered 
over the whole district, and the sand is so 
pure that it will not support vegetation, and 
consequently barren patches mark their site*®
He assumed the cause of the whole thing to be artesian 
water removing sand from underneath of clay beds, thus 
disturbing the equilibrium so that a minor earthquake 
resulted* This method of formation of mounds in this 
section was seised upon by later workers to explain the 
formation of all the mounds of the Gulf Coast.
Piper (1905, pp. 324-325) in describing mounds on 
the Colxo&la Plateau stated that, for the larger part, 
they occurred around high, tower-like or crag—like 
pinnacles* He thought they were the result of differ­
ential weathering of these more resistant points.
Veatch (1905, pp. 350-351), in an article In Science 
revived the whole question as to the origin of these 
mounds, particularly the ones on the Gulf Coast. After 
listing the various theories, he considered only three of 
them to be worthy of more thought - The first, the spring
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•»d gas vent theory, lie thought, was substantiated by 
similar cones being built today and by the fact that 
there is artesian water below these surface beds, but 
his objections were that similar cones are found today 
os highly inclined Carboniferous shales and sandstones 
la Indian Territory. They were too uniform in size and 
occurred over too large an area to have been formed by 
the wind and, further, there were no indisputable dunes 
or lines of dunes present among them. Hi a conclusion was 
that they were exit hills, either the work of Atta, or 
leaf-cutting ants, or of a mound building variety of 
white ants (the termites). This theory is substantiated 
by the fact that in West Texas atta hills are said to 
reach a disaster of 40 to 50 feet and a height of from 
one to two feet, while in Cuba these hills are 10 to IS 
feet high with a diameter several times as great* He 
gOM even further th state that If these mounds are the 
work of termites, this suggests a former mold ter and 
warmer climate •
Braaner (1905), previously referred to as the author 
of an article on ants as agents of weathering, published 
OB, article on frh* sounds of the west coast* He noted 
that they occurred In places where the underlying rock 
ranged from pleistocene gravel to granite and schist to 
folded Paleosolcs* He also stated that they were never 
found in sandy river bottoms* He stated, with regard to
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their composition, that In California they were (p. 515)
11 .•••compact, clayey hard-pan. in places so hard 
that it is difficult to plow.*
After reviewing the various theories, he stated that the
ant hill theory seemed most plausible * He offered the
idea that they might be concretionary in origin, stating
that (p. 516)
"••••in soils of certain kinds, long exposed 
to weathering agencies, chemical reaction possibly 
takes place around centers that result in the 
transfer of minerals in solution to and the 
precipitation in neuclei that are now repre­
sented by the position of the mounds, while the 
withdrawal of these minerals from the intervening 
areas cause the depressions around the mounds *w
Bllgard (1905, pp. 551-552) again entered into the
discussion with the statement that he had dug into the
mounds on the Opelousas and Calcasieu prairie where he
first thought them to be similar to the mud lumps of
the Uaaisslppi delta but that the absence of any onion-
like structure eliminated this idea* The total absence
of say structure eliminated the ideas that they were of
either aeolian origin or water erosion. He considered
them to be ant hills, as he had in his previous paper,
concluding that the ants had been destroyed by climatic
changes. He compared them to similar mounds that lie had
seen in Yellowstone Yalley in which the ants were still
living. He recognized that the mounds of the west coast
•trf those Of the 3ulf Coast were different, and said that
the wounds of California were of wind origin and those of
Oregon , erosional.
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Spillman (1905, p. 652) described some mounds in 
Lawrence 6oontyi Missouri , where they occur on both 
prairie and timber country* In this section the mounds 
are o r Mississlppian limestone, in which is an abundance 
of flint nodules* When the limestone is weathered into 
soil the flint merely tends to break up and fall apart*
Be ascribed the formation of the mounds to places where 
there m s  a greater concentration of flint or larger 
flint nodules* Els proof of this theory was that, when 
dug into, the sounds contained an abundance of flint*
Perdue (1905, pp* 325-824) described the mounds 
along the Tertiary area in the northeastern part of 
Arkansas* Be as able to find something wrong with all 
the theories thus far presented* Be noted that they 
always occurred on residual clay soil where the drainage 
was poor, and concluded, as did Branner, that the action 
of ground water In segregating mineral matter was probably 
important*
Bushmen (1905, pp* 712*714} recognised that all 
mounds were not formed by the same agency and stated that 
soot of the theories were not acceptable* He concluded 
that the ones In Dallas County, Missouri, were built by 
man, probably to serve as elevated sites for habitations* 
Psnne&en (1906) In a bulletin on the 3ulf Coast oil 
fields did not attempt to explain the origin of the mounds 
but cautioned shout connecting them with oil deposits*
(p* 124)
15$
*A phenomenon which has carried far more weight 
than justly belongs to it Is found in the so- 
called 9 gas mounds* * these are low rounded mounds 
averaging perhaps 2 feet In height and several 
rede in diameter* in view of their vast numbers 
ea the flat Coastal Plain, they show remarkable 
uniformity in also and shape* they are popularly 
supposed to be connected with the escape of gases 
fro® the soil* Whatever be their origin, there 
Is as yet no evidence that they are in any way 
related to oil bodies* Even were such a relation 
assumed, these mounds are so widely distributed 
over the flat Coastal Plain, that as guides to 
drilling they are of no value whatever.*
Farnsworth (1906, pp. 585-584), In the same year,
concluded that the mounds were the result of uprooted
trees.
Veateh (1906-a) in a United States Geological Survey
Professional Paper again discussed pimple mounds* Ibis
discussion was essentially the same as his previous
paper In 19%* After listing and finding fallacies In
meet of the previous theories, he again concluded that
ssts were responsible for these mounds (p. 59)
*Xn conclusion, it may be said that these mounds 
are clearly due to causes not now in operation 
in this region, and no theory of origin yet 
suggested is entirely satisfactory* The dune 
and ant hill theories are, perhaps, the best 
supported* On either of these hypotheses the 
mounds are Indicators of important climatic 
changes in recent times, and so offer a line of 
Investigation which may develop very important 
and far reaching results**
Yeatch (1906-b, pp* 34-56), in yet another article, 
discussed the possibility of pimple mounds being of human 
origin* As had been suggested by previous authors, they 
might have been built either for elevated sites for Indian
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tats oi* fop cultivation. Ho 616 not think they could
tave boon of hona origin because (a) they were not in
favorable locations, (b) some were In locations that were
already elevated, (©) they were entirely too numerous,
end (d) sane occurred in the poorest soil.
Bill (1906), after discussing various theories for
the origin of pimple mounds, concluded that they (p. 705)
*»««.are natural products of certain types, climatic 
sad geologic conditions."
this being the ease, he stated the geologic set
that they always occur In areas of poorly drained sub-
level surfaces where there is plenty of rainfall and
that they are always underlain by unconsolidated alluvial
sands and clays upon which the rainfall stands until
evaporated. He then proposed that these materials would
have different capacities for absorption, which would
result in unequal settling and thus the formation of
pimple mounds.
IJ&den (1906, pp. 849-351) noted the presence of
sunken pits and live ant hills on the mounds in the Gulf
Coast country. He stated that these sunken pits, which
were exhibited on one-fifth of the mounds, Increased In
frequency with an increase In slse of the mounds and that
live ant hills decreased la frequency with decrease In
else* Be also observed that when such land was Inundated
for rice crops, the water sank very rapidly through the
mmA of the mounds so that, if the mounds were too numerous,
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the land could not bo used Tor this purpose* Because 
Of the above observations* he considered the mounds to 
be m l  hills.
Campbell (1906) vas the author of a very good re­
view of the entire subject of pimple mounds* He con­
sidered that* from their vide spread distribution, they 
mat have had a common mode of origin. With this in 
wind, he was able to discard a great number of the 
theories which had previously been proposed. He die- 
eisssed a few of the theories In considerable detail, 
le had noticed one mound in Arkansas where the material 
of the mound vas different from the material underneath 
sad therefore concluded that the mounds were constructional. 
H a  final conclusions were? (pp. 703-717}
*thla disposes of all the hypotheses, except that 
which ascribes their origin to the action of 
borrowing animals; but whether the mounds are 
due to ants or to small rodents, the writer Is 
unable to say. Personally he Inclines to the 
ant-hill hypotheses, but there is little or no 
evidence to determine which is correct. Ho 
burrows or chambers of any kind have been dis­
covered in the mounds, and in the case observed 
by the writer no differences were observed in the 
character of the underlying clay, which would 
indicate the former presence of chambers, even 
though they are now filled* Ho excavations were 
noted in. the neighborhood which could have supplied 
outside material for the mound, and consequently, 
it is assumed that this material must have come 
from a long distance underground, and the minute 
channels through which It was transported have 
been closed by material falling in from above or 
carried in by water in suspension.w
Hobbs (1907, pp. 245-256} concluded that pimple
meu&s were formed as a result of crustal movement, by
gases, sad by water bringing send to the surface where 
it «as deposited in the fora of rounds* He also thought 
that they were reXated to daep"»seated fissure systems 
wader the Coastal Plain* As proof of his hypothesis he 
sited examples of stud lumps, craterlets, small sand 
mounds, etc*, being formed at the present time in numer­
ous regions of cruatal instability*
Began (1907), after discussing the possibility that 
the moonrts of the lower Mississippi River-Texas region 
were of Indian origin, offered the theory that they 
were due to “soil creep" and pressure* {pp. 99-100)
“If on an impervious bottom at the time the re- 
glcm in question was being formed, there was a 
semi-fluid layer reaching any distance inland, 
as the shore line advanced or reoeeded, and this 
was being covered with another layer faster than 
it could creep seaward, whether the superficial 
layer was brought there by wind or water, mud 
lumps would certainly have been pushed up In all 
the spots where the latter layer was thin or 
wanting* This, when dried, would become mounds.*
Brets (1913), in a report on the glaciation of the
Puget Sou Id region, devoted a chapter to the sounds occur
ring In the Bashar out wash plain south of Tacoma* He
divided these mounds into two types, which he named the
“Kima type” *?ad the "Ford type*. The Mima type appears
to be comparable to the mounds under discussion* The
Ford type is quite different and shows no relation to
the pimple mounds occurring in the Gulf Coast region.
lSie IK —  type mound la composed of both silt and
gymvel, with, in many cases, an interraound area thickly
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eowered with gravel and boulders up to two feet in dia­
meter* They newer occur on surfaces other than those of 
glacial gravel* After disposing of various suggested 
hypotheses for their origin, including that of erosion, 
he concluded that {pp. 105*106}
"It nay be suggested tentatively that if a sheet 
of ice several feet thick could be formed over 
the surface of an outwash gravel plain and could 
subsequently be flooded so that stream-carried 
debris would be deposited on Its surface, it 
might, os melting, develop pits into which the 
surficial debris would gravitate. Since water 
Is densest at 59°F.,\the lower interstices of 
the gravel in the pits of the postulated sheet 
of lee would became filled with water at this 
temperature. Since such water would be 7° 
warmer than the adjacent ice, it would cause 
deepening and enlarging of the pits after the 
earthy accumulation had become so thick that 
waiving of the gravel by the sun ceased to be 
a direct factor in formation of the pits*
Sliding and washing of the surface debris into 
these pits would expose interpit areas, and the 
melting of such areas would then proceed more 
slowly than when rock fragments strewed it, and 
absorbed the suns heat*
11 Seme such set of conditions might give rise, 
on final melting of the Ice, to mounds; these 
being without structure, without assortment, 
end superposed on current-bedded gravels as are 
the Mima type mounds •"
Be assumes that the Ford type of mound, which is extremely
irregular in both size and shape, is the result of dopesI-
tlen between stranded blocks of ice; the area between
the blocks of Ice, being built up high, formed the
mounds ***** the lee, on melting, formed the depressions
between the mounds.
Freeman (1926) described some mounds which occur on
top of shallow depressions in the bare basaltic rock of
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the Columbia Plateau region* These depressions were
described as sometimes being shallow with a lens-like
cross section, and in other esses having steep sides
like a pot hole* He concluded that the material of
which they were composed (p* 451)
*•.. * appears to be brought from elsewhere and 
deposited by the wind*®
9s further concluded that the sediment accumulated first 
la the depression, vegetation started growing on this 
material (the depression underneath acting as a reser­
voir for water) and that this vegetation served as an aid 
la retaining other wind blown material until the mound 
was formed*
Hannewatm (1928), in an article, in German, on the
Gulf Coastal plain, believed there to be a connection
between salt domes and pimple mounds In the Texas and
Louisiana Coastal Plain. \Ke also believed that there was
a direct relationship between the occurrence of pimple
on the surface of the ground and reservoirs of gas
below* He vent even further to state that a study of
pimple mounds might lead to a method of locating new gas
fields* (p. 224)
*Ba ist aber meines Krachtens nicht swelfelhaft, 
dass auch In and ere n Steeten der Union die Gasthe- 
erle die einwandfreleste und ungeswungenate Lbsung 
dieses Problems bletet» nine ayatematische und 
verglelchende TJhtersuehung der Pimples und pimple* 
Ihnllehen Forman in vers chi edenen w&re daher so hr 
erwusscht, und as warden aich slcher nooh Inter* 
essante und wlchtige Besiehungen erkennen lasson,
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welche vorlaufig m r  ale Vensutungen ausgesprochen 
werden konnen. Sine solehe tFntersuchung hat 
Bioht alleln el ne wl a s ena chaf111 ch© , sondern
such eln© pwaktisohe Bedeutung.*. "Die Pimples
andererseits konnen wertvoile Lei tfomen werden 
fwr die Erschliessung neuer 1 asfelder. ”
Zs an article on the mounds of the Columbia River
Plateau, Waters and Flagler (1929) came to the same con-
elusion aa LeConte had reached much earlier™— that is,
that they were the result of water erosion. Their con-
elusions and obaervatlons are listed below:
1* They are made up of fin© volcanic ash and rest 
directly on weathered basalt.
2m Mounds are polygenic but the ones on the 
Columbia Plateau have had a common origin.
3* Mounds here are eroslonal remnants of a once 
continuous layer of volcanic ash.
4* Mounds developed only where ash rests directly 
on basalt.
5. Basic condition that subsoil be less moveable 
than upper soil*
6. Must be enough slope present to permit run-off* 
7* Mounds are elongate in the direction of slope*
8* Amount of elongation Is a function of the steep­
ness of the slope*
9. Local irregularities produce odd and irregular 
shaped mounds.
10. if the ash Is of uniform thickness, a mound 
area generally passes with decrease of slope 
Into an area that Is completely mantled by the 
ash; with Increase in slope It passes into an 
area from which the ash has been completely 
restored.
11* The height of the mound Is equal to, or less
than, the thickness of the adjacent ash blanket*
igT Mounds are not found where the ash is more than 
seven feet thick.
IB* Drainage between mounds definitely Integrated 
and minutely adjusted.
14* Symmetrical development of drainage system may 
be Influenced by the columnar Jointing of the 
ash.
IB* Mounds do not Indicate a climatic change.
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Helton (1989-a), In * paper presented before the
Geological Society of America, stated that mounds (p, IBS)
"••••o*e their origin to gullying by small streams 
and rivulets in a very ve&k, sandy soil.*
He suggested that the tom "residual soil hillocks” be 
used to replace the term "natural mounds ”*
Helton {1929-b) described the natural mounds of the 
Half ©east area in Louisiana and Texas in one of the most 
comprehensive articles that has as yet appeared„ He rep­
rieved the literature and classified into fourteen groups 
all hypotheses for the origin of the mounds* After dia- 
cuaaing each of the fourteen hypotheses he concluded that 
only five of them were valid and worthy of further con* 
slderation. These five possibilities were (1) concre­
tionary hypothesis, (2) spring and gas vent hypothesis,
(3) sand dune hypothesis, (4) uprooted trees, and (5) 
stream erosion*
As a result of chemical analysis of composite sur­
face soil sod sub-soil samples taken at different places 
on the mounds and in the inter-mound area, he found that 
there was no evidence to support the belief that they 
were the result of large-scale concretionary deposition 
of mineral matter by ground water* His conclusions were 
(p. 123)
**.*.. that neither of the compounds (CaCOg or 
FsoOg) which might act as cementing agents vary 
enough from the mound to the inter-mound areas 
to cause the concretionary effect postulated*
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Furthermore the percentage of FegOg is greater 
by 1.2# between the mounds than it is beneath 
then* She CaCO$ is present in such small quanti­
ties that it could hardly be supposed to act as 
a concretionary matrix between the grains of 
sand* Also, the greatest percentage of CaCCH 
is found between the mounds instead of beneath 
then, Just as in the case of the P©203*w
fhe spring and gas vent hypothesis, likewise, was
discarded because there was no evidence in the field of
any "saad-pipea" or vertical Joints filled with sand*
Also, there was no evidence of craters or crater lets*
the gradation from surface soil to the sub-soil and the
absence of any fissures or Joints through which the
water and gas could have circulated were further evidence
against this hypothesis. He admitted, however, that,
locally at least, some mounds might have been built by
this method*
the sand dune hypothesis was rejected for the follow-
lag reasons: (p. 126)
"(1) There is no source of sand adequate for the 
demands of such widespread features*
(2) Bo cross-bedding of any kind was seen by the 
writer in the soil of the mounds*
(3) The surface soil of the mounda grades downward 
uniformly and completely into the sub-aoil----it is 
definitely fin place*.*
Bis hypothesis that these mounds might be the result 
of the uprooting of trees was rejected, largely because 
of the distribution of trees and also because of the 
number and sl^e of the trees that would be required to 
fora such a widespread phenomenon.
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Thus, by * process of elimination, he arrived at 
the conclusion that the mounds were the result of stream 
erosion, and he substantiated his conclusion with several 
11ms of evidence* Hia theory for their origin was that
(p* 128)
*••••it is necessary to suppose that in these 
relatively unindurated sandy strata weathering 
baa produced & weak sandy soil several feet in 
depth* Slight rejuvenation of the main streams 
has started an episode of rapid gullying in these 
soils* fhe aides of the gullies being too weak 
to stand vertically for long, have rounded off by 
rain wash and slumping-
*Where these mounds are found on geologic formations 
that are well indurated and fairly resistant, on© 
must assume a longer time of relatively alow 
erosion in the recent past with consequent deep 
weathering and the production of a weak porous 
soil* Slight increase in the activity of the 
streams would rapidly remove the soil« During 
removal, such sounds as we now see would be 
found* *
So assumed the relatively flat, inter-mound area to be 
the result of the difference In resistance between the 
surface soil and the sub-soil. One of the more important 
qty—as of evidence supporting his conclusion that the 
mounds were eros1onal in origin was derived from aerial 
photographs*
Rich (1954) approaohed the problem from an entirely 
different angle# In a flight on a regular passenger 
plant from Dallas, Texas, to Texarkana, Arkansas, he 
Observed end photographed mounds* He concluded that 
* tp. 578)
•The pattern of the mounds differs so radically 
from normal stream or gully patterns that Belton*s
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explanation is difficult to accept, but in a 
modified fora in which clump vegetation is 
assigned an Important place it receives partial 
confirmation.••••.••*
He suggested the possibility that {p. 578)
•#•••protection of the areas beneath the trees 
from the direct beating of the rain might in 
time leave them standing slightly higher than 
the exposed places between.n
the effect of wind in controlling tree distribution is 
also mentioned as an explanation for some mounds whose 
shapes are suggestive of wind influence. His main thesis 
In the paper is that bunch vegetation was an Important 
factor in guiding the development of the mounds.
As an answer to Hich*s paper* Melton (1955) presented 
sons additional aerial photographs and stated that* al­
though vegetation played an Important part in guiding 
headward elongation of rivulets* plant growth clearly 
followed and did not precede the formation of residual 
ridges between gullies. He further stated that the 
effect of insolation* wind and sheet-wash was important.
Fisk (1938) mentioned mounds as being characteristic 
of the terrace formations in Grant and LaSalle Parishes.
He described the mounds in that area but made no definite 
conclusions as to their origin.
Newcomb (1940)* in an article on mounds in Washington* 
considered them to have been formed by the expansive force 
of ice in large polygonal mud cracks. According to this 
theory* during cold weather accompanying glaciation
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the frozen surface layer of silt cracked Into large 
polygons, 40 to 60 feet across* Water entered these 
cracks, froze, expanded and bulged the center of the 
polygon* Repeated freezing and thawing, and finally 
aeltlag of the lnter-mound ice, left the mounds as they 
are today*
Delquest and Scheffer (1942), in a recent article,
ascribed the formation of the Mima mounds In Washington
to the work of gophers, (p* 76)
*We deduce that the Mima mounds have been formed 
by the localized activity of pocket gophers 
(T* talpoides) over thousands of years.”
According to them, the necessary conditions for the for­
mation of the mounds are (p* 76)
*{1) presence of gophers, (2) a prairie area
consisting of a thin layer of silt overlying
a dense layer of gravel unfavorable to the 
growth of plant roots**
In summary, the various theories for the formation
of pimple mounds are listed below in tabular form.
Indian1 burial grounds 
Indian garden spots 
Foundations for Indian houses 
Fish nests 
Ant hills
prairie dog habitations 
Burrowing squirrels 
Wild cucumber vine roots 
Differential weathering 
Mud lumps








Shrinkage of upper soil
Clump rag©tation catching wind deposits
Clump vegetation plus erosion
Trees protecting areas from impact of rain drops 




Water freesing in soil cracks
Discussion
It Is apparent from the foregoing synopsis of the 
literature on pimple mounds that no single hypothesis 
can explain the origin of all of these small hillocks. 
Doubtless, the growth of some of the mounds in California 
was aided by the wind; some of the mounds In Arkansas 
were probably the result of differential weathering? 
some mounds are definitely Indian mounds? and some mounds 
are the result of the deposition of material around the 
outlets for underground water* On the other hand, the 
sounds of the Gulf Coast area, particularly those mounds 
In Beauregard and Allen Parishes, must be assigned to 
shill another cause,
A discussion of the validity of each of the many 
hypotheses that have been offered in explanation of 
pimple mounds Is bey owl the scope of this paper. The 
literature already contains a considerable amount of 
discussion upon this particular topic.
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Observational facts support the thesis that pimple 
mounds are the result of erosion. The minutely adjusted* 
mil Integrated drainage patterns exhibited by pimple 
mound areas and the relationship of the mounds to these 
stream la almost proof in Itself that they were formed 
through erosion, Mounds occur on areas where the slope 
is very slight. If there Is no slope they have not de­
veloped , and If the slope Increases those that have develop­
ed are destroyed. Near the headwaters of small* inter­
mittent streams the mounds are low and poorly developed, 
Usually, each individual mound Is surrounded on all sides 
by small drainage channels, Farther down the slope these 
mounds are higher and better developed; contiguous mounds 
d o n  slope tend to merge, becoming connected by a low 
saddle. Farther down stream, or where the slope is 
steeper* mounds no longer are present but are replaced 
by elongate ridges. This is due to the greater erosive 
power of rivulets running parallel to the slope. These 
rivulets cut down more rapidly than the transverse 
rivulets and, eventually, as relief Is increased, the 
stage Is reached where transverse streams no longer con­
nect the main consequent streams. Thus the mounds, 
which existed as Isolated elevations at first, gradually 
become connected with adjacent mounds down slope and 
finally cease to exist as separate mounds but, rather, 
become a continuous ridge on the divide between two 
closely spaced streams.
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The inter-mound areas tend to be flat or only 
slightly concave* It may be that, locally, the height 
of the mounds ia controlled by the depth to the MB" 
horizon of the soil* These small streams can very easily 
remove the loose, friable soils of the "A” horison, but 
erosion is more difficult in the underlying wBn horizon® 
Consequently, when the streams cut down to this more 
compact soil, they tend to widen their valleys, thus 
producing the flat bottoms so characteristic of such 
streams*
It la quite apparent that some other factor must 
have entered In to Initiate the formation of mounds*
Erosion could not, by itself, produce such features*
Once differential erosion was started, however, normal 
degradat 1 on&l processes would tend to accentuate the 
initial differences* Some type of clump vegetation may 
very well have played the dominant role in protecting 
certain areas from the more direct effects of erosion*
Even larger trees could have protected the areas beneath 
them from the direct impact of rain drops and thus caused 
Initial differences In relief which later became pimple 
mounds*
If the soil were granular, the Impact of raindrops 
would tend to break up and disperse the granules and thus 
produce a tight, less pervious surface that would be 
even less easy to erode than the soil of the protected
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areas* soil tn the pimple mounds areas, however,
la a sandy silt that consists primarily of Individual 
grains* the Impact of rain drops on this soil, where 
it is not protected by vegetation, thus tends to fa©!**
11tate erosion*
The particular type of vegetation responsible for 
the starting of differential erosion Is not known* It 
must have been limited eastward by the Mississippi 
River because no pimple mounds occur east of this line*
Thus, according to the hypothesis presented In this 
paper (which is not new but was presented in Its essential 
form as far back as 1874 by LeConte), the following combi­
nation of factors is responsible for the formation of 
pimple mounds: (1) a sandy or silty soil with a low
percentage of colloidal clay, (2) an initial surface of 
very low relief, (3) sufficient rainfall to cause erosion, 
and (4) some type of vegetation peculiar to the pimple 
mound areas*
Figure 10 Is a tracing from an aerial photograph of 
soma pimple mounds in the headwaters of a small drainage 
basin on the Bentley surface in Beauregard parish* The 
son© of pimple mounds here Is about 400 feet wide and 
extends over an arc of about 1500 feet* Within this 
sons, but not shown on the map, drainage channels en­
circle the Individual mounds on all sides in an anasto­
mosing pattern; only rarely, on the southeastern side of
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Figure 10, Tracing from an aerial 
photograph of a pimple mound area.
These mounds are on a relatively flat 
surface and grade, down slope, through 
a transition zone of joined pimple 
mounds into a zone of elongate ridges. 
Sec. 31, TZS,R7Wf Sugartown Quadrangle, 
Beauregard Parish.
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this zone, are the mounds joined* Within the transition 
sane the mounds typically are Joined to the next adjacent 
mound down slope by a low saddle* This junction Is the 
result of the deeper incision of those rivulets running 
parallel to the slope and the abandonment of the cross* 
flowing rivulets of the network* Farther down stream, 
where the slope is steeper, the mounds are entirely 
absent* On the aerial photograph tracing this is termed 
the seme of elongate ridges*
Plate V is a contour map of a pimple mound area In 
sections 28 and 29, T5S, R5®, on the Grant Quadrangle 
In Allen Parish* Here the pimple mounds are developed 
on a relatively flat Prairie surface remnant near the 
Montgomery escarpment. The drainage from this area is 
southwest to a major stream (not shown) which flows south* 
east* In the mapping of this section the elevations of 
About 500 different points were determined to the tenth 
of a foot* The pimple mounds In this area are nearly
all of the transition type* The mound area is limited
n o rt  b ^ a s t  ward
northwestward by the Montgomery escarpment* Sufficient 
erosion has taken place from the foot of this escarp* 
went southeastward to the major stream to have resulted 
in the incision of those drainage channels running 
parallel to the slope* Thus, the mounds in this area 
are, for the larger part, united with adjacent mounds 
down slope; very few mounds exist as isolated features 
as they probably once did*
Depressions
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There are two sain types or depressions present on 
the terrace surfaces of Beauregard and Allen parishes#
The most common of these is channel scars on the flood 
plains and on the prairie surface along many of the 
larger streams* The other, and most difficult to ex­
plain, is small, more or less circular, flat-bottomed 
depressions locally called "hugols*. A third, but re­
latively unimportant, type of depression may be found 
in pimple mound areas where drainage is locally obstruct­
ed; this type seldom exceeds a few inches in depth#
Any one of these depressions may contain water and 
form a small pond after rains# Typically, they dry up 
by evaporation and infiltration shortly thereafter; it 
is only the most recent channel scars along the Sabine 
Blver that are true lakes# The others, because of their 
high percentage of soil moisture, often support a swamp 
vegetation that contrasts sharply with the surrounding 
region# This is particularly true of the bagols#
Channel scars on the younger terrace surfaces are 
quite definitely related to the streams near which they 
occur# There are very few definite channel scars on 
these surfaces that are relict from streams no longer 
present# From their proximity to main streams, as well 
as from the magnitude of the radii of these scars, it is
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Plate V. Contour map of a pimple mound area on the 
Prairie surface, oecs. 28 and 29, T3S, R5*;, Allen 
Parish.
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quite definite that they were formed by the streams
present today in the same region* These soars were
unquestionably formed by normal stream aggradational
and erosional processes*
She word *bagoln is an abbreviated form of the
words *Bay Gall"• Hilgard (1873), in writing on the
back-swamp Montgomery area in Allen Parish, today known
as Mast Bay and West Bay, stated that (p. 13)
•Frequently there is a dense growth of Candle-* 
berry (Myrica oerifera and Carllnenaia )» Bay Galls 
(laurus Carolinensi3«) » and a variety of Whortle­
berries (Yolclnlum)and where these prevail ex­
clusively, we have Impenetrable thickets, popularly 
designated as !Bay Galls*, the undisputed resort 
of the bear, panther and wild cat*11
Although this word originally had a botanical connotation
and referred to a different geographic feature, it is
herein recommended that, in conformance with local usage,
the term In its abbreviated form, *bagoln, be applied to
these peculiar physiographic phenomena herein described*
Thomassy (1860, p. 85) referred to these depressions
as *lacs rands** Although he was referring primarily to
round lakes In the marshes along the coast, he apparently
Included bagols in the same category* His explanation
for these **lacs ronds* was that they were the product
of gaseous explosions. Bussell (1936, pp« 116-121)
discussed these same round lakes in the marshes of
southern Louisiana at which place they owe their origin
to factors not now operative In the region under dis-
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cussion. the round lakes In the marshes and bagols are 
net to be considered as having had a common origin*
Clandennin (1896) suggested another mod© of origin 
for bagols, which he referred to as "natural ponds"»
Se thought them to be comparable to the "Buffalo Wallowa® 
of the Great Plains and to have been formed by buffalo®
(p. 183)
•into these the cattle wade to escape the trouble* 
some flies, and upon leaving, carry away with them 
an appreciable amount of mud* This suggests their 
origin*
"She region, naturally flat and poorly drained, 
had originally an irregular surface upon which 
water stood In pools. The region was once the 
pasturing ground for enormous numbers of buffalo, 
these, seeking the pools In which water remained 
longest, would wallow in them in order to cover 
themselves with a protecting coat of mud against 
pestiferous insects such as flies, gnats and 
mosquitoes. This process repreated day after day 
for century upon century resulted at last in these 
•natural ponds", which In all respects resemble 
the ^buffalo wallows1 of the Great Western prairies.®
Fisk (1940, pp. 75-79) described some elongate and
round depressions in Avoyelles Parish which he referred
to aa "pocks® or "pock marks"* He recognised a connection
between channel scars on the low lands and these rounded
depressions. He considered the pocks to be merely a
more advanced stage of alluvlatlon of the channel scars
on the flood plains.
The typical bagol has a diameter of about one-fifth
of a mile, although they range In sl„e from about one
hundred feet up to nearly one-half mile In diameter.
They are usually about two feet lower than the level of
the surrounding land and ordinarily have a flat bottom,, 
fte sides are normally quits steep. In some cases they 
are entirely enclosed so that* after heavy rains , eater 
s»y stand in them to a depth of one foot or more. In most 
eases, however, they are open at one end, and quite often 
they are open at opposite ends, ao that water stands in 
them to a depth of only a few inches.
There is no apparent difference in composition be­
tween the underlying material of the bagols and that of 
the surrounding region. In spite of the fact that these 
depressions are typically moist enough to support a swamp 
flora, they do not contain any peat. Observations from 
bore holes in a number of different bagols showed only 
a thin layer of humus at the top, below which were clays 
sod silts.
Bagols are most common on the Bentley surface in 
Beauregard parish. The vegetation in these consists 
primarily of deciduous trees such as the gum, oak, and 
magnolia, as well as a thick underbrush of shrubs and 
briars. The surrounding region originally supported an 
open forest of long-leaf yellow pine. When this area 
was timbered the trees In the bagols were not cut. 
today they stand out like islands on a surface whose 
only other conspicuous landmarks are the lines of decl- 
duons trees along the streams.
These bagols occur in a belt completely across the 
Bentley surface In Beauregard Bari ah. They are present
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Figure 11. View of typical bagel.
<»l7 on the more or less flat divides on what mist be 
considered as practically original surface remnants. For 
that reason, they should be thought of as original de­
positions! features rather than as ©rosional features.
Although most common on the Bentley surface, true 
bagols are not restricted to Itj they also occur on the 
PontgOBtery and Bralrle surfaces* Observable on the 
Prairie surface are channel scars in which both ends 
have been more or less silted up and only the central 
portion remains swampy. This central portion supports 
a growth of deciduous trees while both ends support only 
grasses. From a distance such features look exactly like
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the bagols on the Bentley surface * Their origin is 
dearly betrayed by their relationship to the channel 
sear, on the Bentley surface those bagols which are 
open at both ends are but slightly more advanced than 
the ones on the Prairie surface Just described, and those 
which are open on only one end are still more advanced % 
those that are completely closed are most advanced of all*
It is believed that these bagols of the Bentley 
surface of Beauregard Parish date back to channel scars 
left by some major stream of Bentley time. Partial fill­
ing of the channel scars took place during high-water 
stages of the river during Bentley time. Elevation of 
the region following Bentley time left these scars as 
distinctive features still traceable to an old stream 
pattern and only partly alluviated.
It is believed that small rivulets flowing over the 
adjacent, nearly flat surfaces have been picking up and 
transporting some of the surface silt into these depress­
ions, while at the same time eroding this surface into a 
pimple mound topography* Bagols, thus, are those portions 
of channel scars that have not been completely alluvi&ted. 
They owe their shape to the stage of alluviatlon attained 
before uplift; subsequent filling did little to modify 
this shape.
plate VI Is a contour map of a bagol In section £5,
T23, R10W, on the DeHIdder quadrangle, Beauregard parish* 
This bagol is one of the northernmost in a group which
■/97-
Plate VI. Contour map of a Bagol. Bee. 25, P2S, RIO . 
Beauregard Parish.o  $ o
Contour in terva l ; ] ^oot
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extends southeastward In a wide belt across the Bentley 
surface In this parish. in the mapping of this area, 
elevations were carried to the tenth of a foot and the 
elevations of about 200 different points were determined.
The elevation of the bench nark from which mapping pro­
ceeded m s  established by means of a Pauli n surveying 
altimeter* 'This bagol la open at both ends, and only 
the portion shaded on the wap la wooded; the ends are 
merehy. la will be noticed, there la a difference in 
elevation of but a few tenths of a foot fro® one end of 
the bagol to the other. The surrounding region has 
been dissected into a piaple wound topography.
Conclusion
The moat interesting physiographic problem con­
sidered In this report la the origin of pimple mounds.
The only explanation seemingly consistent with observable 
facts la that these mounds are erosional in nature. On 
the other hand, it is difficult to conceive how erosion 
alone could produce such phenomena. Some other factor 
must have entered’in to initiate their development. In 
this paper It Is assumed that this other factor was some 
type of vegetation which was limited eastward by the 
MissIsslppi River. The question of the origin of pimple 
sounds, however, will not be solved until th© various
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agents involved and their relative importance are known 
and the mechanics of their formation demonstrated.
likewise, the question of the origin of bagols is 
quite perplexing* It la apparent that they are closely 
connected with ancient channel scars. Whether they are 
the result of partial alluviation of old channel 
thalwegs, the thesis adhered to In this report, or 
whether they m y  he connected In some other way with 
relict drainage patterns Is not known. Field work and 
study of aerial photographs in an area such as Beaure­
gard parish, where bagols are especially well developed, 
and coperative study along some major stream such as 
the Kisslsslppi River should shed much light upon the 
origin of these features*
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